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Foxfield
augments
security

Students need... to see
that others do not
destroy this
spring tradition

BY KYRA PAPAFII

PhmoCiHinos i<t DRI.VV BECKJJ s.
Sanior Jared Neville died in a single-car accident on
Interstate 81 Sunday morning.

news editor
A JMU student was killed
and three others injured Sunday
morning in a single-car accident
on Interstate 81 North in
Augusta County when the driver of the car apparently fell
asleep at the wheel.
Senior Jared Neville was
killed instantly when the car in
which he was riding flipped
several times, according to
Virginia State Trooper C.P.
Zook, who was at the scene of
the accident.
At 2:40 a.m. JMU junior Chad
Foti, who was driving the 1997

Ford Explorer, fell asleep at the
wheel and lost control of the car.
According to Zook, "When
he (Foti) fell asleep at the
wheel, this caused the vehicle
to veer to die left, and he overcorrected to the right, causing
the car to flip."
Neville was seated in the
front passenger's seat and he
was wearing a seatbell, according to Zook.
Also in die car was one other
JMU student, senior Evan
Kennedy. 23, and Blue Ridge
Community College student
Billy Armstrong, 19.
All four were taken to

BY BKCKY BAINES

contributing writer
Following two years of
studies and interviews, a
self-study team has released
its report on JMU and what
the university must do to be
re-accredited.
"When you apply to a graduate school, one ot their questions will be, 'Did you graduate
horn an accredited school?"'
said Martha Ross, education
professor and one of the chairs
of the self-study team at JMU
for SACS, The Southern
Association of Colleges raid
Schoofa "VVV mils! iv-jtlirni
our accreditation in order to
give out valid degrees "

.6When you apply to
graduate school, one
of their first questions
will be, 'Did you
graduate from an
accredited school?'
— Martha Ross
self-study team chair
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MATT CARASBUJjMa/f phtHogrtiphti

Ron Watson and his dog Klmo participate In the Dogs Catching Frisbees exhibition
Tueiday at the College Center Field.

Members discuss year's accomplishments
Bv

BKOIIKF. ABBITT

SGA reporter
The Student Government
Association celebrated its
accomplishment-, this vc.n in
the Shenandoah Kixim of
Chandler I fall Tuesday
evening.
As slated on the SGA
Web site, one of the organization's goals is to "nprasent the student perspective
,il |,imes Madison University
and work together to bring
about positive changes lor
the
lames
Madison
University community."
From class councils
planning events to expedl
ently allocating funds lor
clubs and organisations
and achieving FLEX off
campus, this year's SGA
had a full plate of agendas
throughout the year.
"The SGA has had ,i verv
k'HiIKI WTTiienior phoMtmpher successful semester -major
•"M Senate Pro-Tempore Stephen events such as major elecD
««l» «<Wre»M, the banquet.
lions and FEB (Front F.nd

Budget) night went well with
very few set-backs," s.iicl junior Mary Beth lames, Senator
ol the C 'pllegrj .'I l-diu.ition
and Psychology.
Bell' ll.ill Senator Mike
c rtXHlm.ni junior, s.»ul liedidn't think .is many bills won
pill before SC .A this year .is in
I In- wars past, however, lie
•Bid the programming went
very well. "SGA also had
some unexpected events to
respond to this ve.ir, such as
|Sept 11 ] and the Commons
fin.'— I think SGA did a gnal
job in both situations,"
Cjoodman said.
Success isn't limited to
SGA's work outside the
organization: then' also have
been successes within the
SGA.
Junior
Kimberly
ivi/oid.
Senator
of the
College of Math and Sdenos
s.iul she is proud . »t 'the relationships that people have
Sag SGA. r'ayr 7

fee FRIENDS, page 6

Team makes recommendations,
commends accomplishments

\*r

SGA wraps up year

Augusta County Medical
Center. Foti was treated for a
severe concussion and minor
cuts and Armstnmg for a minor
shoulder injury. "Evan and Billy
were released around 6:45
Sunday morning and Chad was
released shortly after," according to senior Tom Guaraldo, a
friend of the victims.
The group was returning
from .1 party in Stuart's Draft
when the accident occurred.
Alcohol was not a factor,
according to Zook.
Nevilk', 22, was an ISAT and

JMU takes steps
to re-accredit

Every dog has its day

Foxfield Racing Association Dresideni

see FOXFIELD, page 7

Hitirvhii/, Airiil 2~>, 2D02

Fatal single-car crash leaves three others injured

—J. Benjamin Dick
There will be three different pickup and drop-off points
on trie University of Virginia's
campus and Charlottesville
Transit buses will run to and
from Foxfield even' 15 minutes at a $2 charge each way.
There will not be tickets for
sale at the gates, with General
Admission tickets available
for $20 in the General
Admission parking area only.
Also, a Safe Ride Home cab
service will be provided at the
airplane hanger between 5
a**) 6 p.m. and Savvv Fox —
Fokfield'l Designated Driver
Program
sponsored
by
Albemarle First Bank — will
be available between the fifth
and sixth races.
In an April 8 statement,
President of the Foxfield
Racing Association | Benjamin
Dick said his staff is "making a
constructive effort to assist all
of the students to have a great
time at Foxfield."
This year. Foxfield is working with the Albemarle County
government and law enforcement to ensure certain safety
precautions arc followed. Dick
said these precautions include
making traffic move smoothly,
enforcing
Alcohol
and
Beverage Control laws and limiting litter and the destruction
and vandalism of surrounding
property. In consideration of
the safety of people and horses,
guests will be allowed to use
only shatterproof, non-glass,
drinking containers.
"Students need to come

High: 63
Lew: 41

TvrJ Student dies in car accident

BY KHAI.II. GARRIOTT

assistant news editor
College students attending
the Foxfield Races Saturday
near Charlottesville will witness new measures aimed at
increasing security and preventing disorderly conduct.
According to its Web site.
www.fbxfieldraces.com. there are
six new changes at Foxfield
Races this year. The changes
were made after receiving allegations regarding underage
drinking, according to a Feb. 7
Issue of The Brme.

Thunder Storms

SACS is a regional agency
that can choose to accredit or
not accredit higher learning
institutions all across the
southern region. Every college and uni\ersity in the
country must be accredited
by different regional agencies
for different areas.

When the SACS review
team gave its oral report
April 18, they listed 22 recommendations and one
commendation.
According to
Robert
Koslow, who chaired JMU's
self-study steering committee,
the 22 recommendations are
summed up in |MU needing
to decrease part-time (acuity,
increase full-time faculty,
refine graduate policies and
procedures, ensure that publications are accurate and
ensure supervision and training of Graduate leaching
tanto.
Recommendations
are
something that JML is not in
compliance with and that
must he changed, Ross said.
The commendation was
for the excellent work performed by the Center for
see TEAM, page e
Recommendations:
1 Decrease part lime faculty
2- Inawc lull-time (acuity
5 Refine graduate policies *"
& procedure*
4. Ensure that publication*
ore occurJte
5 Ensure supervision
&t trainuxg of grdduatc
teaching assistants
Commendation:
For good work of the
Center for Assessment I
It Research Studies
l(H» *W)R1HIM.|(iV.ifmor anitf

Sociology class enhances
environmental awareness
BY MICAH PAYTON

contributing writer

A sociology professor and
50 of his students took advantage ot Earth Day Monday bi
tin- Festival to rais. environmental awaranaai
Nine groups ol students in

DrWl MMA.7ii.-i pfcN \

Sociology 395 students raise environmental awareness as
they distribute potted plants In honor of Earth Day.

Gregory Pttar'i SOCI 395.
Special Topics in Society, class
gave IIR'U tmal presentations on
diverse topics such .is oil ..tin
pus tvcycling to whea1 the university gets its energy.
The students worked on
projects that raised awareness
OR environmental topics that
directly afled tx>th the |MU and
Ha rrisonburg/Rockinghjm
Count] population throughout
the semester.
"The idea was |tor the studanta] to raise awarenaai
about issues that hit home tor
them,' said junior lordanna
Spencer, head organizer ol
see CLASS, page 7
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DUKE DAYS EVENTS CALENDAR
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• Asian Student Union's third annual culture show, I Speak
Inglish," sponsored by ASU and UPB, 7 p.m. in Wilson I lall,
for more information go to ivwjviniu.edu/orgs/asianslutuon

• Come to the JMU Freethinkers meeting, 5 p.nv in the ,nrpurt lounge in Warren Hall, go to orgp.jmu t\iu/frivthinii
more information

SATURDAY, APRIL 27

• Baptist Student Union large group praise and worship. 5:30
p.m.. Baptist Student Center on the corner o( Cantrell Avenue
and South Main Street, contact Archie at 434-6822

• Softball vs. Hofstra University. 1 p.m.

• fcxit 245s spring concert, airport lounge in Warren Hall, 8
p.m., free food, lots of fun and great music, for more information contact Dave at cowvllda

• Softball vs. Hofstra University, 1 p.m.

SUNDAY, APRIL 28

TO SUBMIT A DUKE DAY EVENT:
E-mail Khalil of The Breeze at garriokp with the information
(event, date, location, contact info, etc.)

FRIDAY, APRIL 26

Please submit by Friday for a Monday issue and Tuesday
for a Thursday issue.

Sports Club Council banquet, 3 to 6 p m. at Purtell Park

POLICE LOG
police log ftpoHtr

An incident ol arson was reported at
Hillside Hall April 21 at 3:16 a.m. The
odor ot burnt material was discovered on
the second floor landing ol a stairwell.
The material reportedly consisted of
clothing, paper and plastic light fixtures
In other matters, campus police report
the following:
Grand Larceny
• An unknown subject allegedly stole
approximately 15 books from an office in
Burruss Hall between April 5 at 9:30
a.m. and April 8 at 7 a.m.
• A JMU student reported larceny of a
blue mountain bike from Duke Hall Apnl
19 between 9 and 10 a.m.
Petty Larceny
• An unknown person removed a halogen light facing west of a graduate sign

WEATHER
Thunder Storms
High 63 Low 41

■ ».

\,

Underage Possession of Alcohol
• Daniel A Zappala. 19, of Huntington
Station. NY. and Timothy M Eisele, 20.
of Voorhees. N.J. were charged with
underage possession of alcohol on
South Main Street April 20 at 4:16 am
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Driving Under the Influence
• Syed A Shah. 22. ol Islamabad was
charged with driving under the influence
at Frederickson Had Apnl 20 at 1.10 a.m.

The Breeze is published Monday and Thursday mornings and distributed
throughout James Madison University and the local Hamsonburg community
Comments and complaints should be addressed to Jearww Gajewski, editor.
MalNnoadoVess:

3

LIFESTYLES

outside the front of Warren Hall
between April 19 at 5 p.m. and April 22
at 1:25 p.m.
• A JMU student reported larceny of a
JAC card from Gibbons Hall April 20
between 5 and 7:45 p m
• A JMU student reported larceny of a
rear license plate from a vehicle parked
in C-9 lot Apnl 20 between 12:30 p.m.
and 1 a m

INFORMATION

3

C ARE Week

OPINION

• Young Democratic Socialists general meeting, 8 p m..
Taylor 31W, for mitre information visit
www.jmu.edu/or$\'u,>intxdr"iHX/or contact Aaron < >r Adam
at 433-6411

BY KIMBERLV MCKHNZIE

NEWS
Psychology student symposium

It E E N

^^

,

182 Neff Avenue, Harrisonburg
Phone: 434-5700; Fax: 434-5011
Behind Wal-Mart al the Valley Mall

Asian Nails 801-8070

Professional Nail Care & Foot Spa
Salon For Ladies & Gentlemen

Re-Grand Opening
Full Set
Fill In
Eyebrow Wax
American Manicure

$20 indup
$13 udup
$8
$5

Hours: Mon-Wed ioam-8pm
Thurs-Sat oam-8pm
Sunday uam-spm

Pedicure -with whirlpool spa

$l8

Manicure -include. paraiinwax....$ 10

French (h.ndi
French DM

$5
$8

In Town Center. Behind Valley Mall next to Sprint
Walk -in appointment! welcome.
(lift certificates available
We accept local rhreai Ir MC/Vua

price • size • townhouse • garden • Iree utilities • htness facilities • social

MOVING TO
RICHMOND?
THE APARTMENT
LOCATOR
■•

»

ATELY?

u

Call me. I can help.

442-7878

»»-

RICHMOND'S FREE LOCATOR SERVICE
Call for Information and your Free Map

Law Office of Richard G. Morgan

(804) 329-6666

Visa and MasterCard accepted

In Virginia (800) 542-3276
Nationwide (800) 368-7669
Fax (804)329-6698 &
townhouse • garden • Iree utilities • htness facilities • social programs

NO MORE HASSLES!
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"It makes you see how
important your classes are.'

■ Seniors to Alumni
Class of 2002 inducted
lo JMU Alumni
Association Monday.

PATTI HUBER

sophomore

SM iwiow

see story below

School of psychology sponsors forum
Over 50 students present semester project presentations at
BY
y WILLIAM ETHRIDGE
>t

* 2ZltaJ2LF22!2!?
contributing writer

Psychology students representing over 50 different research
projects gathered in Taylor I lall
Monday to present the culmination of months of dedication,
effort and concentration through
their research and findings
"The Student Sympiisium in
Research and Practice" was sponsored by tlte university's school of
psychology as a forum for students to share their developing
areas of expertise.
The presenters came from
the undergraduate, psychological sciences, school of
psychology,
community
counseling, school counseling, combined psychology
department and Assessment
and Measurement psychology department programs.
After lunch, mid-day activities centered on meetings for the
counseling faculty, psychology
faculty and their respective
interns. At 1 p.m. professor of
psychology J. Edson McKee
gave a keynote address.
Entitled "Rules Are Made lo
be Followed and
Broken:
Defining Moments," it was a narration of some of his own past
experiences and those of some of
his colleagues and students.
An anonymous source was
quoted as saying, "he talked
about inspiration, how the passion we develop in our work can
lead us to places we would not
have thought possible," about
times when he was considered a

hero
liero and thought otherwise, and
when he had helped someone
and was chastised for it.
Student and faculty reaction
to the speech was positive
Mckee was the recipient ot the
2001-'02 CISAT Distinguished
Teaching Award.
Between 930 and 11:30 a.m.
graduate students pmsntsrl their
findings and research fmm some
of the pn>jccts they have been
working on over the past v.-.ir
Among the many topics discussed were violence in school,
self-esteem issues, emotional
disorders, gambling, a New
York intern's experience during
the Sept. 11 tragedy, under
standing student motivation
and children with autism
Each student generally took
about 30 minutes vvith some
group project presentations last
about an hour.
Between 2 and 4 p.m., about
50 undergraduate students showcased the results of some 30
semester-long projects they had
been working on
Sophomore Patti
Huber,
whose group had worked on a
project titled, "Situations that
Lead lo Rape. Where, When and
With Whom?" commented on
how proud she was of her
group's work. "Our research project was something I thought we
should really do because when
you think about iL ifs really a
shocking subject." she said.
As a part of their research,
Huber and her group gathered
questionnaire responses from a

■

group
group of
of college-aged
college-aged rape
rape vicvietims and categorized the
answers to determine if there
were any visible trends or palterns in rape cases. Many of the
cases they investigated were of
students who are still at JMU.
Reflecting on their findings
she ,, included, "It makes you
MS how important your classes
are, when you put a project like
this into perspective."
Junior Thomas Quist was
group leader for "Distance
Perception: Walking the Walk,
but Not Talking the Talk." Since
last fall, Thomas and his group
members were researching the
disparity between a person's
visual estimation of distance
and their estimation of that
same distance after having
walked it blindfolded.
Quist said most research
projects are sponsored or mentored by a faculty member who
deals directly within the subject
being studied or by someone
from that industry with expert
knowledge, and they assist the
student(s) with the number of
projects along the way.
Two individual project winneis were selected: seniors
Renita Moore for "In the
Spotlight: The Influence of
Sleretype Threat on AfricanAmerican College Students'
Ability to Speak in Public" and
Lisa Dowell for "College
Students' Knowledge About
Health Insurance." Dr. Monica
Reis-Bergan was the sponsor of
both projects.

symposium

•*" '

DAVE KtJMfantorptol
Sophomore Erin Burro explain* her psychology project presentation to bystanders at Mondays student symposium In Taylor Ha*.

1 C.A.R.E. week
raises awareness

Seniors begin journey to graduation

BY KATE MARSHALL

Contributing writer

PHOTOS BY MATTC"ARASELLA/irufff*.«"vv,/;Jpfr

Hundreds of seniors
gathered Monday night
for the JMU Alumni
Association's Annual
Induction Ceremony.
During the ceremony,
seniors lit candles
(left). The candles were
all lit from one source
to show that all the
seniors were connected
by one thing, JMU.
Senior Marianne
Daughtery said. "The
speakers told the seniors to remember the
good times they had at
JMU and be active In
their local alumni chap
ters." Mr. and Mrs.
Madison Noah Marlier
and Krlsten Uuenby
(above) spoke to their
class, reminding everyone to remember their
first experiences at
JMU and last lew
weeks as soon-to-be
graduates.

More than
2.000 JMU
women are dressed in black
today to promote C.A.R.E week
and raise awareness of sexual
assault and rape.
Sponsored
by
Campus
Assault ResponsE. the purpose
of this event is to make students
aware of the prevalence of the
problem of sexual assault on
campus and to inform tlvm of
the one in four statistic- one in
four JMU women will be the victim of rape or attempted rape by
the time she graduates college.
Since its formation in 1994,
the purpose of C.A.R.E has been
to give assistance to both primary and secondary survivors of
sexual assault, said ]unior I i k a
Walter. She said C.A.R.E consists
of about 30 hotline volunteers
who have completed numerous
hours of training.
These volunteers serve as
confidential listeners and provide an environment that allows
callers to feel comfortabk- discussing their experiences. Two
volunteers are on call at all limes
24 hours a day, seven days a
week, sivs trained C.A.R.E. volunteer Carolyn Puglic-e
Once a caller dials the hot
line, the person's phone call will
be returned within 15 minutes.
"We're not there to council, but
to listen." said Pugliese
C.A.R.E volunteer sophomore Dana S'lt/cr Mid, It IMC
essirv. we are also able to point
the victim in the right direction
by suggesting other resoi i
In addition to providing the
CARE, hotline, the organization
also seeks lo educate students

about sexual assault through the
use ol various presentations
The main presentation is
entitle,! "Rape is \ot Scv"
which takes place in the tall and
may be used as ,i pmporl
event. "This event comprise! ■'
■erics ol theatrical skits and
monologues
about
sexual
■mult said Waller, the current pn'sent.(lions COOfdilMtOr
for C.A.R.E. "These are performed by students, tor Mil
dents, to promote sexual assault

-64Sexual assault is a
serious problem...
Anyone can
be a victim.
— Erica Walter
junior, CARE.volunteer

-99
Information about C A.K.T.
is ,iv .nlable on the commons all
this week
\l-o. additional
nsouroM .no available through
ihe Women's Resource t enter
and ihe Health Center All toilerestc.l in Volunteering 01 learn
ing more about t A K I SIC

welcome to attend Ihe meetings
on Wednesday evenings .it 9
p.m. in Taylor Hall KM SCCOrd
Ing lo Walter
Sexual assault is a -.nous
problem and il is imperative
that JMI students art educated
about It vVahn said "Anyone
itin Iv ,i victim "

Professor receives Guggenheim Award
BY LISA NATALHI

HIO

contributing writer

Next year an associate profes
sor of anthropology will be taking
a year-long sabbatical to complete
her book on her research in
Mexico thanks to revolving a
Guggenheim Fellowship.
In order to have Ihe time
necessary to write a book,
cultural anthopologist I aura
Lewis requested a one year
leave from the JMU teaching
staff. In hopes of being gran!
ed this year leave. I BV. Is
applied for the Guggenheim

Fellowship, which provides
fellowships toi advanced pro*
fessionals in all fields (natural
sciences,
social
sciences,
humanities, creative arts)
Lewis said th.it she was one of
the 6 to 7 percent vif applicant-who was granted the fellowship.
In 2001 there were 183 recipients
out of OW 2,7110 applicants. Each
of the recipk-nts received on av or
v.,000 each, .wording to the
Cuggenheim Foundation Web
site nasne/on>
I evv is has been a part of Ihe
JMU anthropology depart

66
The area that I decided
to focus in on is LatinAmerica and, more
specifically, Mexico.
— Dr. Laura Lewis
professor of anthmnolof y

55

ment for six years as of the
21X11-'02 school year.
Lewis also has been conducting ethnographic fieldvvork in
C.uenvro, a -late on MOMVO'S
Pacific coast, since 1997, according to |MU's Web site
Lewis said that she had been
"working on |this| project for
several years and needed a
chunk of time to sil down and
write Ihe book."
According lo the JMU Web
site, I ewis is the first member of
the JMU faculty lo receive a
C .■iggenheim Fellowship.

lewis said she became
interested in anthropology
when she took an anthropology class in high school.
Alter this class sparked her
interest, I swil Mid, "When I
got lo college I pursued my
interest and majored in it."
1 ewis slid she attended the
Stale University of New York at
Stony Brook for her undergr.nl
uale degree and got her masters and doctoral degrees in
anthropology
from
Ihe
University of Chicago, com
pleling her studies in 1993.

"The area llial I decided to
l,sus in on is I elm America
and, more specifically, Mexico,
said I ewis
She slid that her HSUUCh
Interests are race, identity formation, colonialism and nation
allsiu I cvv is also said thatl.ilck
she has been working a lot on
Immigration issues between
Mexican Inunigration to the
Unites States
I ewis plans lo Incorporate
Ihe issue of immigralnm into
part ol Ihe book -lie plans on
completing nevt ve.ir
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Los Angeles residents fear dead eould lie too close
BY

Bon I

Los Angi li i Timts
They're he..
(haft me n\ bring raited In
the Westwixxl stvlion ol I »>s

Annies, when life threaten! to
imitate art m i "l\>ltergeist"-like
dispute between homes and
naves. Hut omt it's .1 cemetery th.tt is being crittdzed for
wanting to put gnvea almost on
top tA nearby homes, however.
Not the other way around, as in
the Steven Spielberg-produced
1962 horror movie.
Operators of the Westwood
Village Memmtol Park plan to
triple its capacity by building
nearly 2,100 above-ground crypts
along me cameterya south side.
Angry neighbors say the pro|ed would a--ult iii bocuei towering 20 tew overmtirbackyaRli

GET
THE
SCOOP!

The cemetery is tucked
betVi een W iKhire Boulevard
high-rise office buildings and a
75-year-old neighborhood of
tingle-family homes Although
it covers less than three acres, it
is world-famous as the final
resting
place
for
such
Hollywood
celebrities
as
Marilyn Monroe, Jack Lemmon
and Natalie Wood.
Achvsses Dominique Dunne
and I leather O'Rourke, stars of
"Poltergeist" who met untimely
deaths, also are interred there.
The movie depicted spirits
taking revenge for a housing
tract built over ,1 graveyard.
O'Rourke, who died at age 12
from congenital stenosis of
the intestine, portrayed the
pint size
character
Carol
Anne who announced the

arrival of ghosts by uttering
the film's most notable line:
"'They're hccti
Los Angeles laws call fof a
fenced-in and landscaped 300foot buffer between cemetery
structures and residential property. But the Texas company that
owns the Westwood cemetery
wants a waiver that would
allow some mausoleum wafll to
be built right up to the property
line Other areas would have a
10-foot setback between the
walls and the property line
1 loustonbased Service Corp.
International, which bills itsell
as "the world's largest provider
of funeral and cemetery services," is asking the city to classify the expansion as a "public
benefit project."
Neighbors scoff at that. They

say the cemetery company
stands to make as much as $70
million by boosting the capacity
from its CUmM 1,126 casket
spaces to 3,089.

"This Is big-box architecture.
It's a warehouse of corpses ItS
that obscene to us," said resident Lila RiouS. "Thai's packing
a lot of bodies in what has been
a beautiful cemetery."
Rioth, herself an architect who
lives direeth south .-I the ceme
tery, said homeowners should
not be forced to Ux>k out tlteir
kitchen windows at mausoleums.
"And out of respect for the
dead, people who an visiting
the cemetery shouldn't hear
people playing in their bach
yard pools or smell chicken on
the barbecue gull when thevare
v isiting their loved ones."

ANACLKTO RAWVGfidH Angele* Jlmet

Trad Ikarl takes a picture of her friend, Elena Orio, as she
kneels next to Marilyn Monroe's crypt In Los Angeles'
Westwood Village Memorial Park.

Time to put the books away
and enjoy the summer!
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Have a wonderful summer!
Congratulations Graduates!!!
715 Port Republic Road
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
434-5150
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Friends recall Team issues re-accreditation report
late senior
TEAM, from BtSSC /

rVssessmenl and Research
Studies, according to Koslow.

FRIENDS, from ptge I
religion and philoM»ph\ itouble m.i|or from l.illMnn, M«l
He resided .it 625 South
Main Street with Kenned)
Neville ivai vttj Involved
with Campus Crusade toi
< hrist, InterVarsity and was .»
champion
rock
climber,
... , oralng to Iriends.
/\ fricn.l and neighbor of
Neville's, senior Drew Bsckley
said, He could always make
people laugh I Is had .1 passion
tor life thai was driven bv his
love t«>r <. iod."
The funeral will be held
toddy in Maryland. A memorial service, either on campus or
at
Covenant
Presbyterian
Church, will be held before the
end of the school year, according to Guam Id o.
Beck ley currently maintains
a
Web
site

-66He has made a
difference in so many
peoples' lives.
— Drew Reckley
senior

>9
The site allow-, friends and
family to post messages, view
pictures of Neulle and leam
more about his life
"He has made.i difference m
so manv
peoples' lives,"
Beckleysaid "That was evident
when people came front all over
to be with his friends after he
died."

According
to
Douglas
Brown, vice president for academic affairs, JMU was commended for its GenEd program too.
"They were extremely complimentary about our proaramS/" Brown said. "JMU
fared very well in this visit and
will respond quickly to the recommendations of the team."
Koslow said JMU will be
preparing an action plan to
address the recommendations.
This plan will be submitted to
SAX 5 by Sept is. 2002.
"Over the past two years sev
eral hundred faculty and staff
have worked to complete the
seU study of the university," said
Robert Scott, vice president for
institutional effectiveness. "The
small number of recommendatii tie we received is an indication
of the outstanding quality of
fames Madison University."
koslow s.nd. JMt i^ significantly underfunded. Yet, as
was indicated by the Visiting

Team, the JMU facility .ulimn
istration and staff do an euvllent job of providing an outstanding educational experience for all involved."
When |MU receives the official wnlten report next v\eek,
they will have five months to
comply with all recommendations in order to receive accredit)
lion, according to Ross.
JMU was last accredited in
1992 and therefore must be reaccredited for 2002, which has
required two years of evaluation of the university by the
SACS re-accreditation commit
tee, according to Ross.
A representative steering
committee consisting of various
JMU administrators, faculty
members and staff has spent an
*-\triiM\ e amount of time developing its "self-study report"
which includes evaluating all
aspects of the university — from
facility management and academics, to sports teams. Once finished, they give it to the SACS
external review team
The SACS team, which was

comprised of administrative
peers from other colleges in the
southern region, arrived at
JMU April 14 and evaluated
the School until April 18 when
an oral statement outlining
tluir decision was announced,
according to Ross.
Within the four days that the
committee was on campus, they
were given tours by the Student
Ambassadors, s.it in on focus
groups organized by the Student
Government Association and
interviewed students, faculty,
staff and administrators.
"They were very inquisitive
and very polite," said junior
Brandon Durflinger, vice presi
dent of administrative affairs for
the SGA. "They wanted to
know all about how students
felt about JMU.
'They asked us what they
thought made students want to
come to the university and how
receptive the community was to
student needs. |The questions)
were aimed at atmosphere and
how the university tries to

Include students.

"I told them that for the most
part JMU is a campus thai
allows many opportunities for
student- to get involved. People
an generally nice. It's a positive
atmosphere on campus "
Durflinger
said
SGA
President I >.ivii1 Mills was interviewed, as were several members of SGA and some other
non-members of SGA.
IX*spite the 22 recommendations,
many
of
those
involved were quite impressed
with the outcome of the committee visit "My opinion
reflects that of l)r Rose's statement," said Fred Hilton, director of communications "The
low number of recommendations, none of which were of a
sen.HIS nature, is just outstanding of this institution "
President of Faculty Senate
William
O'Meara
said,
"Twenty-two out of five or six
hundred 'must' statements is a
fantastic result To be asked to
only improve on 22 is just
incredible on the part of this
university."

Cinnastix!!!
It Doesn't Get Better Than

FREE!
Buy 2 Medium 1-Topping Pizzas
For $13.99 And Get
Not Valid With Any Other Offer

FREE Cinnastix or Breadsticks!

Serving JMU West Campus
& South Main St.

Serving CSAT/Port Rd
& North Harrisonburg

433-2300

433-3111

Join us in D.C. for a
Recent Grad PARTY!
The JMl Alumni Chapter of Metro Washington is hosting an event
which is targeted just for you! This is your chance to plug in to this
alumni chapter and meet other alums in the D.C area. Contacts with
fellow JMU graduates can he a very beneficial resource in networking,
especially after graduation or when moving to a new area. Don't miss this
special opportunity to assist with the transition from being a student to
becoming an active member of the JMl alumni family.

»

SENIORS
from the

....
/\INV.' Metro
Washington
,vA/ Area...
A

♦

Thursday, June 6, 2002
at the Clarendon Ballroom
Arlington, Va. (corner of Washington & Wilson Blvds)
For directions visit: www.metrodukes.com
Event begins at 5:30 p.m.
FREE admission to the Class of 2002, until 8 p.m.*
Half price food specials from 5:30 - 8 p.m.!

Dance party afterwards!
*$3 after 8 p.m.

(AMES

MADISON
%UNIVERSITY.
Alumni Association
QUOdOU? Call 540-1684234 or email: kt'lloKtmCn'imu edu
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SGA recaps events, progress
SGA. from pagtl
built internally and externally
along with all of the programs
that were put on this Ml"
)ames said, "The hard
work and dedication of the
SGA and especially the
finance committee was evident by the amount of contingency that was allocated to
various groups on campus
and the annual FEB meeting
which proved out efficiency."

-66-

FLEX off campus will
hopefully be a huge
success...
— Kimberly Pelzold

College of Math and Sciences senator

•9?
"The Finance Committee has
been very dedicated to allocating contingency and has met as
many AS three times a week to
ensure appropriate groups
received money." James said.

"The committee worked to
ensure all of the allocations were
a good use of student fees and
the groups who had exhausted
all means of fund raising and
met other criteria were able to
hold their events."
Some of the larger allocations were to Omega Psi Phi
for Soul Gumbo, to Madison
Project for sound equipment
and to the latino Student
Alliance for Celebracion
I .itin,i totaling $11,606 of contingency, (ames said.
FLEX use off campus has
been one of SGA's main goals
this year. According to the
April II edition of The Breeze,
SGA President David Mills
said, "This is the last campaign platform point that we
really haven't brought resolution to yet."
Several people in SGA
have been working to get
FLEX off campus. "This is one
project that will affect a lot of
students and hopefully will
be appreciated by those students," Goodman said. "A lot
of hard work has gone into
the project, and a lot of hurdles had to be jumped to get
this in place," he said.

Goodman said he is most
proud of the SGA's FLEX offcampus project because it will
benefit students for years to
come. "I'm really impressed
that such a complicated project
was put together in one year
and should be in effect when
we return in the fall,"
Goodman said.

-66-

... I'm very excited to
be part of the
executive council
next year.
— Kal Gehman
junior

5V
Petzold said, "FLEX off
campus will hopefully be a
huge success and be beneficial
to
the
students
and
Harrisonburg businesses."
The class councils held
many events this semester for
their respective classes. The

sophomore class hosted the
2002
Sophomore
Ring
Premiere, where students
browsed class rings. "I thought
it was a great success, and a lot
of sophomores turned out for
it," Goodman said.
The sophomore and junior
classes brought speakers from
MTV's "Road Rules" to talk to
students about their experiences on the show The senior
class
sponsored
Mission
Graduation, which helped seniors plan graduation announcements and senior portraits.
Also, SGA sponsored Monday
Night at The Biltmore Grill and
Tuesday night at Highlawn
Pavilion in conjunction with
Senior Week.
"Class council events were
awesome this year," Petzold
said. "For example Sex Wars,
Up 'til Dawn and Mr.
Freshman — I am really looking forward to being a part of it
next year."
Junior Kat Gehman aid, I
was really impressed with the
Up 'Til Dawn event being
organized by students. It is a
wonderful event, and I'm very
excited to be a part of the executive council next year."

Class presents environmental issues
CLASS, from page 1
the presentation. "It provided a way for the groups to
discuss issues that were
important to them."
One presentation focused
on evaluating programs that
raised environmental awareness for students from elementary to high school level.
Due to higher Virginia
Standards of Learning in
Harrisonburg/Rockingham
County, it is increasingly difficult to take courses that allow
greater awareness of the em i
ronment, according to junior
Laura Reedy.
Reedy was one of several
students who worked on this
project. "Starting programs
early on will initiate more
involvement and environmental awareness," Reedy said.
According to Reedy, the group

found evidence that programs
like original butterfly gardens,
tree sales and recycling programs are being implemented
at younger grade levels.
Another
presentation
focused
on
landscaping
around campus. The students
worked with several landscapes, learning what students
can do to preserve the beauty
of the campus. "[We should]
use the sidewalks instead of
creating new paths," junior
Jenna Hinrichs said.
Through a grant from WalMart, the group was able to
provide those who chose to
participate with a potted plant.
"The plantings for the students
are to remind them of Earth
Day," Hinrichs said.
Other presentations included support for local farmers,
using alternative products

instead of non-recyclable
Styrofoam, alternative forms of
transportation,
on-campus
recycling awareness and a lack
of recycling by most businesses
in Valley Mall.
According to Peter, this project was the first attempt at environmental assessment at JMU.
He said the students' initial
research on these topics will be
used to understand "what has
been done before, |so that) we
can know what can be done in
the future."
Students had the opportunity to speak with professors in
several departments, including
biology, ISAT, sociology and
chemistry in order to prepare
for the presentations.
Peter said an environmental
studies minor may be established in the future. Currently
there are approximately 60 fac-

PCAfd OF 7He OfUeNT

ulty members who teach classes with an emphasis on the
envinmment. "We would like
to bring everybody together as
a resource where their expertise
is," Peter said.
Peter emphasized the
importance of educating
people about the environment. "Environmental education is a lifelong process. It
is ongoing, fun and important/' he saidSpencer said she fell the
projects accomplished their
goal of raising awareness
about issues related to the
environment. "The projects
were definitely a success,"
Spencer said.
Each group had one speaker representing the entire
group and encouraged people
to stop by their booths for
more information.
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Foxfield discourages
disorderly conduct
FOXHMJJ, from page 1
"I think it's going to be a lot
together in a buddy system and more relaxed this year,
work together to see [that] oth- because in years past people
ers do not destroy this spring have gotten there drunk and
tradition," Dick said. He said he " this year nobody's allowed to
and his staff already have dis- show up intoxicated."
cussed the changes with student
Deaver said her sorority is
organizations from other col- giving out water for the bus ride
ItgM 'Hi.I universities.
there, adding that "bus drivers
Foxfield's staff wants stu- are really entordnga no alcohol
dents to know there will be a policy on the buses."
heightened security and more
According to Foxfield marlaw enforcement present at keting director Anne Tale, offithis year's race. Dick said a cials are urging students to
goal of his staff is to "help arrive sober. Tate said those stusteer the students away from dents arriving under the influthe trouble that can come ence will be turned away withwhen students have too much out refunds, according to the
fun or tolerate an unlawful Feb. 7 edition of Vie Breeze.
activity such as drugs on the
"People are going to be realpremises or underage con- ly careful with underage drinksumption [of alcohol J."
ing," Deaver said. "It won't be
as insane as it usually is, but it
still will be fun."
-66According to Dick, stricter
regulations
are
needed
because of criticism stemming
People are going to be from last year's races. "We've
been attacked by Mothers
really careful with
Agjinst Drunk Driving and
Mothers Against Teenage
underage drinking.
Drinking and recently have
— Kristen Deaver been under a criminal investi*ninr gation that has now ceased,"
I H< k Mid In the Feb. 7 edition
ot Ihr Breeu
??
The Foxfield Races, a premier horse event attracting
According to Dick, Foxfield thousands of people from
has been and will be under con- Virginia and the Basttfll
tinuing scrutiny by reporting Seaboard, is held annually on
agencies and will use III the last Saturday in April and
resources and venue to make regularly attended by JMU
sure the event is law-abiding. studettts I Ins year's designat"The task is not difficult and ed charity is Recording for the
can be easily achievable if Blind & Dyslexic. Supported
everyone throws in a helping by 10 different corporate sponhand," he said.
sors, the race is celebrating its
Some students say alcohol is 25th anniversary Saturday,
not a factor in their decision to featuring celebrity freestyle
attend Foxfields.
and
the
world
famous
"The whole alcohol policy Budweiser Clydesdales.
wouldn't affect our sorority
Gates open at 10:30 a.m.
going or not; it's a social event," and races are scheduled to
sophomore Jennifer Stone said.
begin at 1:30 p.m. Directions to
Stone, a member of Alpha Foxfield can be found at
Sigma Tau, said, "I'm going unvw.foxfieldraces. co mflttml/map
because it's a sister event that all s.html. Tickets can be purof us go to, and I get to spend chased at University Outpost
more time with my sisters."
and infield parking spaces are
Senior Kristen Deaver, on sale at the association's
group organizer of AST mem- Web site or by calling 1-800bers attending the races, said.
594-TIXX (8499).

CALL US

Candie's Spa

564 - 2770

THE LOOK

or

Corner of University B'vd
and Reservoir St.
(Across from Sheen)

433 - 3322

Got Sushi?

Walking Distance from
SunChase. Stone Gate. Blue Ridge.
Potomac A Chesapeake

Visit our store for all your sushi needs!
While you're there, de-stress with our new and exciting
line of aromatherapy soaps, tropical candles, bath salts,

Total Body Spa
HAIRS t Yl INC. • TANNING • MASSAGE -TATTOOS • PIERCING

massage oils, body butter, finest herbal teas and incense.

Go ahead, you deserve it!
F*EE PAIB OF JAPANESE SANDALS FOB EVEBV
PURCHASE OF S50.00 or .o.,l

Tanning Visits $ I Each
(min purchase 10 visits)

Shenandoah Heritage Farmer's Market 540-578-4531

. 4fR%
wkp

^'Collegiate
Stained Glass Panels

Carousel
Stained
Glass & Gifts

We can special order
your favorite college team.

Save 10% onTattoos ft Piercing

Haircut $12

Conditioning Treatment $8

Full Body Massage $25

Perms J30

Highlights $3S

(Bring This Ad)

MINI STOR-IT
• Security on
grounds

433-1234

Summer Storage

• Located in City Limits
• Each unit has a 1 hour firewall
• City Police and fire protection

Register for Saturday
make it-take it classes
or beginner classes.

Climate control
available
Fenced and
well lit
Close to JMU

DAYS AND EVENINGS.

190 Mosby Rd. • Harrisonburg

434-3433
785 K. Market St Harrison burR
Turs-Sat 10-5 or by appointment

Unique hand made gifts

u

&iljpr

RADUATION
ELEBRATIONS

4UNCH

Saturday, May 4, 2002

12 noon to 3 p.m.

5 p.m. to 9 p.m.

• Carved Prime Rto
• Chicken Breast with
Mushroom Artichoke Sauce
• Pork Loin with Green
Peppercorn Sauce
• Rice Pilot
• Rosemary Oven-Roasted Potatoes
• Steamed Broccoli with
Roasted Pecans
• Fruit Display
• Salad Bar
• Dessert Extravaganza
ADULTS: SI4.95
CHILDREN: (5-12) S7.95
UNDER 5: FREE
^■(■P^t
^.r'ljHTf*?^^^

_g) INNFR

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Carved NY Strip Loin
Stuffed Flounder with Crab Sauce
Pork loin with Hunter Sauce
Cheese IVanlcotti
Au Grattn Potatoes
Italian Oven-Roasted Potatoes
Vegetable Medley
Green Bean Almondine
Peel-N-Eat Shrimp
Fruit Display
15-ttem Salad Bar
Dessert Extravoganzo

£l
„ W.
rou.rH.intr

ADULTS: $21.95
CHILDREN: (5-12) SI 1.95
UNDER 5: FREE

uoo r«i Mo>*»t SNM* Hontoor«>*v.s«)4U7S?i
ha«K»*wgvo4pot* com

flttlW-N A M Kit 1 f A N HOT KIN

(Right across from Mcdonald's on South Main)

Come g£g our Scl^elion oj
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ATTENTION

cewioes
Bagels
.VL Deli

Bagels
& Deli

Have your parents call now
for graduation party trays!

QPG01A.L «40OO

QPEolAL «1(2>£®®

Brftafcf aqrt» Tray*

Feed 10 People for $4»» per person

Feed 20 People for $5" per person

Feed the family for $17» per person

3' subs - feed 17 people - $35»»

Includes:

Includes:

Includes:

5' subs - feed 32 people - $55*>

-small party bagel

-finger sandwiches

-bagels

-muffins

Party bagels - feed 10-23 people

-1/2 tray chicken parmesan

-baked zili

-donuts

-cream cheese

-fruit trays

-desert tray

-chicken parmesan

-cinnamon buns

and butter

-veggie trays

OtshorQpftoiakr

-desert tray

Call the store nearest you!!
Market Square East

Rockingham Square

Harmony Square

1635-37 E. Market St.

1731 S. High St.

1741 Virginia Ave.

564.0416

432.1386

442.1997
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"... I hope to hold myself accountable
to achieving at least some of these
dreams..."

"I don't think Jared knew how to quit
something until he had mastered it. "

STE GRAINER

senior

TOM GUARALDO

senior
M« column, below

see column, page 12

STE GRAINER
*£_& THE GEEK SAVANT

Graduating senior
makes future goals

mi
12,000 fawe
3dX0 m&

Amazing. I can't believe that
graduation is literally around
the comer. In a little more than a
week, the entire course of my
college career will be over, and I
will have to move on to the next
fork in the road. In some ways, I
think I'm ready, but it's still a
frightening change.
In a vain attempt to prepare
for this next phase, I'd like to lay
down some of my goals and
dreams for the rest of my life. By
writing this list out for everyone
to read, I hope to hold myself
accountable to achieving at least
some of these dreams I have.
And so, on with the list:

/ will enjoy every day
as if it were my first
day of consciousness
and plan every day as
if it were my last.

HOUSE

EDITORIAL

Layout of campus unsure for future
Washed to Ihe shore of
the 2001-'02 school year,
JMU has ridden a wave of
unprecedented
change
through this year of turbulence.
The identity of the school
itself seems to be an underlying centerpiece of debate
and battle, from the administration's decision to James
Madison-ize every aspect of
student's collegiate existence to the restructuring of
the athletics department in
order to place increased support behind the more marketable sports.
There is little, if any, way
to accurately predict what
will be the outcome of the
sweeping changes that the
university is undergoing.
There are trends visible in
the growth of JMU, and all
one can do is draw these
trends out along a timeline
and see where natural progression might take the students of what is James

Madison's University. Had
he just lived another 73
years, James could have had
some input into the creation
of his school.

...the
administration
will move the
Follett/Pepsi
Quad ... to the
east side of
Interstate 81.
So what will (he Class of
2002 find when Ihey return
one decade from now? Will
they still be unable to
explain what ISAT is, even
though that was their major?

Will the gigantic totalitar-

ian regime-esque busts of
James Madison painted on
the side of every academic
building creep them out?
When they're ready to leave,
will they be able lo find their
car in the renovated 23-level
parking deck?
If they do need help locating it, perhaps they will ask
one of the female Caucasian
students that make up
approximately 87 percent of
the student body.
None of the girls will have
much to do as the walk of
shame will be extinct due to
the lack of any male population, and the new sidewalk on
Port Republic Road will go
untrodden.
How surprised will the
distinguished alums of the
Class of '02 be when they
arrive in front of Wilson
Hall to find the Quad missing? In an effort to further
bolster the image of the
ISAT program as the center
of JMU, Inc.'s academic life.
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the administration will
move the Follett/Pepsi
Quad, brought to you by
Wal-Mart, to the east side of
Interstate 81.
Filled by the discovery of
the uprooted Quad with a
need for a nostalgic jaunt,
the returning alums will stop
by the newest bookstore to
hit campus on the grounds
where J-Iot used to stand.
There they find framed pictures that return them to
days long gone.
Fondly remembered will
be the days when D-hall
resembled a mess hall, JMU
was a tight-knit community
that revolved around West
campus and Big James
Madison did not stare at
them from every object that
lacked the facility to escape
the painter's brush.
Cradling their glossy picture of the Quad circa '02
they will head to the cashier
and pay using their Visa
JAC card.

I will write at least one novel.
I don't care if the novel is a New
York Times bestseller, but I want
to write something that will
make people think. I will learn
to play at least one musical
instrument sufficiently enough
to entertain my family and my
friends. I will create meaningful
artistic works in my leisure
time. These will not be for sale
or to be hung in museums. They
will be meant solely for my own
enjoyment and possibly to pass
on to my children.
I will work as a designer for
a professional magazine. I will
help to design at least one professional game, whether for a
computer, video game console
or whatever the next generation
may bring.
I will write a travel column
for a magazine or newspaper
detailing travels around the
world. I will not work long at a
job that isn't enjoyable. Even if
the job pays four times as
much as another, I will choose
a job that allows me to be
happy and creative.
I will travel to every continent by the time I'm 30. Yes,
including Antarctica. I will
travel to at least 60 percent of
the nations around the world
by the age of 50.1 will capture
the essence of those cultures
with whom I come into con-

tact through photography.
Whether these photos ever are
printed or not is of no circumstance to me.
I will keep in touch with as
many friends as possible for as
long as possible. So many of
you have had an important
impact on my life and the only
way I can hope to repay any of
that is by loyalty along the
paths we take.
I will read to my kids at
every opportunity I get. I will
encourage their imagination
through stories and folktales
rather than through movies
and television. This isn't to say
that they will be denied
watching these things, but I
hope that my storytelling will
provide more of an adventure
for them.
I will continue to teach
myself new things until the day
I die. I never want to be satisfied
with the knowledge I already
possess. If that means trying to
learn about something I may
never fully comprehend, then I
will at least try.
I will enjoy every day as if it
were my first day of consciousness and plan every day as if it
were my last. I will not spend
money I don't have nor will I
purchase items frivolously. I will
never accept my circumstances
as unchangeable. If I am not
content in the place I am, I will
work hard to change it. I will
never give up.
1 may retire from full-time
employment, but I will never
retire from my creativity. I will
volunteer my abilities whenever
possible especially in my retirement. I will read stories to my
grandchildren so that they will
appreciate imagination and the
worlds that their own minds
can conjure. I will never force
my dreams onto others. If I am
unable to fulfill all of my
dreams, I still will be content
with my life.
I hope that those of you who
know me will remember .it le.ist
some of these things and that,
when we meet again, you will
challenge me and ask if I have
achieved any of these dre.inis.
I'm looking forward to seeing
you again as we begin the next
big phase of our lives Until that
time, may your lives be full of
love and may your dreams
reach beyond the stars.
Ste Grainer is a senior
SMA D major.

Darts A Pals anr submitted anonymously and primed on
a spate-available basis. Submissions are based upon one
person s <tpinion of a given situation, person or event and
ikt run necessarily reflect the truth.

Pats

E-mail darts and pals to brcc/edp<Phoiiiiail.coin

Pat...

Dart...

A "you-roll" pat to the "Danga-Blada's" roller hockey team of Forest Hills for all of your hard work at practice this past year.
Sent in by your dedicated captain who loves you all
very much.
'

A "you-are-not-the-only-faith-on-campus" dart to
F.tvrystudent.com for not being for every student.
Sent in by a sopltomore who knows she is in tlie minority but doesn't appreciate you making it seem even worse.

Dart...
A "that-was-nacho-cheese" dart to the Waylartd Hall

Pat...
A "the-eight-ball-says-yes" pat to my mentor and

resident that stole my salsa con queso from the first floor
fridge this weekend.
Sent in by a sophomore Ufa • chips just dont taste Ihe same
without llial delicious dipping sauce.

friend who will succeed in life, love and career after
graduation.
From a fledgling mother duck who knows she has big
flip-flops to fill.

Pat...
A "hope-your-foot-feels-better-soon" pat to the guy
whose foot apparently was run over outside my apartment Saturday night.
Sent in by someone who was trying (unsuccessfidly) to
sleep, overrteard Ihe whole thing and thinks you deserve better for keeping your friend from drnnno home drunk

Dart.
An 'l-ht»pe-the-sharks-aren't-feeding-t>n-theivesmis-summer" dart to the winner who stole the surfboard pads off of the racks on my car this weekend.
Serif in byasophontort who's sure IK'S a better surfer than
you and isn't sweating tt.

.^^^^*.
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for your
No matter where you
bought them,
PLAY
-efollett.com
and

You could win

«HJB>

cash and other cool instant prizes!
Laptop • Mountain Bike • Digital Camera

a* JAMES
^MADISON
UNIVERSITY,
BOOKSTORE
Warren Campus Center • 568-6121 • rfollett.com

Additional Buyback Locations:
PC Ballroom

April 24-May 3

Zane Showker Lobby

April 29-May 3

The Festival

April 29-May 3

Ashby Crossing-Club House

April 29-May 3

'current market value applies.

%follett
NEW i USED COLLEGE TEXTBOOKS

.com
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR
The "real world" not
so easy for grads
To the Edilor.
I graduated from JMU last
w.ir This letter is addressed to
this year's graduating class. It
does not concern the application
of sunscreen.
It is about the "real world." As
undergraduates. I don't think
many precisely know what that
term means or why it inevitably
carries such ominous significance. After all, as a largely
upper-middle-class student body
about to exit a reputable
Southern university, it is underitOOd is a matter of a priori fact
that the untold bounties of the

New Economy are there and ripe
for the taking, the wealth of
nations to be loaded into the back
of the SUV, driven down the
information superhighway and
off into the weightless sunset.
The neo-classical model of
economic globalization we
presently are enduring —
deregulated markets and industries moving capital freely
across all conceivable political
and social boundaries in relentless pursuit of expanding profits — largely has shaped the
nature of the real world.
It's the reason why in the coming months many of you, as I did,
gladly will take the temp job with
no benefits. It's the reason why
some of you will have health
insurance and some of you won't.

Mission Coffee
Racktnoham Memorial Hrtsmtat
fiarden r.ata
ini the Rockingham
Hospital Garden
Cafe
side nearest Btirruss Hall
Mon-Thurs 6am-6pm, Fn 6am-3pm

n

It's the reason your commute
through moronically sprawling
Northern Virginia will take an
hour and a half each way.
It's the reason why you've
heard that no one works a mere
40-hour week anymore.
It's the reason the 401 (k)
pitchman will come to your
place of work and tell you that
your retirement savings are better trusted with the likes of
Kenneth Lay than FDR.
It's the reason why the
careerist-minded management
major from the vapid halls of
Zane Showker will have no
more job security than the person who spent his or her afternoons pondering Dostoyevsky
on the Quad. It's the reason
why less than 10 percent of the

w

^mmm^.

work force that many of you are
about to enter currently is
unionized. It's why a town as
small as Harrisonburg now has
two Wal-Marts.
This "real world," the copious
manifestation of the Madison
RtTtcw's dreams, is the world of
a steadily shrinking American
middle class, a world of steadily
shrinking expectations for the
formally educated along with
everyone else.
The "real world" is a place
forged by 30 years of right wing
cultural backlash and a rising
new order of corporate despotism. While from behind their
gated communities they succeeded in virtually unlinking
objective economic criteria from
social effect, the rest of us have

been left to contend with an 'OK
Computer' inspiring landscape
of their making but certainly not
of their concern.
Alarming
divorce
rates,
endemic violence and a hollow
consumer culture that continues
brazenly to level hundreds of
years of human history, traditions and ideas, largely comprise
the social fabric of "real world"
21st century AmtriCfc
It's the reason why after two
centuries of believing that the
American dream meant doing
better than our parents, today
it's hard to think that and manage to keep a straight face.
It's the reason I wish the class
of 2002 the very best of luck.
Inn M.itkU-l HI)

Two Restaurants, One Location
Interstate 81, Exit 245 and Port Republic Road
Next to Days Inn

N\ocr«a

Shenandoah Grille
Mpi Oudk Mil -from, /round h Uli^ZT^TJZT

Graduation Weekend
Something Special for Family and Friends
Make Reservations Now

Staying Around for Summer Classes?

May 3rd and 4th
Open for lunch 11:30 a.m. until 2:00 p.m.
Open for dinner 4:00 p.m. until 10:00 p.m.

Need a flexible summer job?
Want to worSi for a fun resort?
^j ,' :iss;iiiiiiicii Resort has a variety of summer jobs and
year-round employment available.
• All employees get FREE use of Recreational Amenities
• Receive Discounts at several locations on the resort
^
• Flexible Pan-time & Full-time bouts available.
^ _.
•S"^
•Competitive wages offered
Hl^M

trf

Call (540) 289-4939

Kooter Floyd's Barbecue
Open 11:30 a.m. until 9:00 p.m.
In store dining or take-out

§S^

■■

CONGRATS AND GOOD LUCK TO
THE GRADUATING CLASS!
Have a Great
Summer & We Will
See You in the Fall
*

thanks for
your support,
your friends
at Plan 9
N1W > U«1P

434-9999
1790 96 E MARKET STREET
n Kroger SKopping Center)

for 3, 4 & 5 Resident

SHCMlliliNHAJC10n\0TITiS WK*'<
«, SMAU IAKLS • mox/MAx o»ot«s

UCTIN MFOM YOU MIYl

FUNKHOLSKR

CHARLOTTESVIUE AND RICHMOND TOO' MUX VWOI. HEMS • l-SWIS • KAW l«KS

& ASSOCIATES

434-5150

Properly Management Inc

info@funkhousermanagement.com

IN HARRISONBURG WITH STORES IN

WWW.PLAN9MUSIC.COM

Central & Western Virginia's
Finest Antique Jewelry
4.
AMES MCHONE

j antique

jewelry

■
■ ■ —
Jewelry Bauaht-SoldTraded • Antique and TLstate Jewelry •
• Diamond Merchants • Apralsals & Repairs •

Buying Gold, Silver & Diamonds

iniiiiiiiii
y*

n n
glKs

s-a

M

I'lWI

11

mn

The Largest Selection of Exquisite Antique Jewelry at Affordable Gift Prices!
75 South Court Square ■ Jiarrlsonburg. 17A
540.433.1833 ■ email: chlaao@rlca.net
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TOM GUARALDO

BREEZE READER'S VIEW

Student remembers lost friend, finds comfort in faith
Sunday 6:30 a.m. I received
a phone call from >> friend asking tor ,i mil- home from
Augusta
( ount)
Medk.!i
Center. I was told there h.id

bean ■> cai aoddeni \\hen I got
to the hospital I heard the news
th.it our friend | a red Neville
hod dievl in the the crash
|.ired h.id -i flair (or life
matched by very few. He
always pushed it to the limits,
never looked down, never
looked back — he always waa
focused On his goaL Knowing
antj) beinj* friends with him
always will be a privilege I WSB
nappy to have had

[and had Riven me ,i lew
scan* before like tailing from
close to 2D feet and just missing
a bee lie was a wfld guj wibi
a zest for lite [artd was | true
friend and always was Uxiking
to have tun. lated loved climbing and the outdoors — if he
OOUld tind am reason to be out
there, bo M BS
He .IIM» had such strength of
mind: I can remember him for
hours trying to get this one
bouldering problem for hours.
I It didn't get it that day, but he
went back the verj next day
and stuck it. I don't think Jared
knew how to quH something

"Iwent crazyfinonline."

until he had mastered it His
ideas wen always out there,
many Rood, some not so good
— like the idea tor a rope set-up
to allow us to jump off the roof
of the house where he lived Of
the idea of testing out his newtires on his truck by driving into
a itream of freezing watei
which in turn got the truck
stuck and had si\ nt us Irtv/mg
in that water for hours trying to
get it out. There was never a
UK k of excitement. There IUV ei
was a shortage of things to do
when fared was around, and
without a doubt you had a
smile on your face.

fared set out on another

adventure

over

break 2000 01

Christmas
he gave his

life to Jesus c host [and waa
deep into philosophy and sci
ence, and initi.ilK the though!
Of c hristianiU wasn't for him.
Hut he continued to look Into if
Jared put the same drive and
determination he had tor everything else, into living rot t hriSt
Jared was always a happy guy.
but noM you could we it waa
different. I le had changed I la
still was finding ways to ctimb
buildings on .ampus or swing
around from the URKC backboards, but he also wanted to

My wardrobe has
j gotten more lax."

love PCOple and share wonders
he had found in his new faith,
fared ahvayi WSJ meeting new
people and always had an
immediate impact on their life.
bred s j»>\ always overflowed
10 all that were around him.
As the initial shock wore
off early April 21st, I waSCOOV
turfed by a repeating thought
in my head
a Una from the
Bible, the words of Jesus to a
criminal being crucified next
to him: "I tell you the truth,
today you will be with me in
paradise," (I.uke 23:43). My
comfort comes from knowing
Jared is in heaven — he is

with Jesus in paradise.
fared s death has no doubt
caused much pain and sorrow
among his friends and the
groups tin campus he was a
part of. but I don't feel sorry for
land I le is home Rather I feel
sorr\ lor us because we have
lost a brother and a great
friend. The words from fared
that I always will remember
are, "Hey, I've got and adventure for us!" and I know he
probably is telling those same
words to Clod right now. Jared,
I love you.

Tom Guaraldo is a senior
CIS rtmjor.

"l hoot more experience
with people from

"I'm overwhelmed
with puppy love."

diverse backgrounds

ma"

i\

Kayla Zinn

Brittany Chow

sophomore, computer science

freshman. ISAT

BECKY CiAHRIEI Jnu/T/AiMirny*.-'

Leslie Sensabaugh
sophomore, nursing

Harrison Behl
freshman, English

Topic: How have you changed this year?
Remember, if your summer job gets you down or you're sick off the quality time
with the family, there's always somewhere to vent.

—

Write Opinion for The Breeze!
Submit columns over the summer to hanebujm

COLLEGE PARK - ASHBY CROSSING

Things to Do Before Summer
Are you ready for summerP
How about your computer accounts?
•Save Your Friends' and References' Email Addresses
•Free Up Your Email Quota
Delete unneeded email to free up your quota for
receiving new mail this summer.

•Unsubscribe From Mailing Lists
This will keep your email quota from filling up too quickly

•Set Up A Secret Question
If you forget your elD password (for email & e-campus)
over the summer, you can reset it with your secret
question: go to the Accounts page http://www.jmu.edu/accounts
and select the option, "Set up a secret question and answer
for your elD." You will create a question with an answer
that only you should know. Then, if you forget your elD
password, go back to the Accounts page and select the
option, "Reset your forgotten or locked elD password" to
display your secret question. Once you provide the correct
answer, you can assign yourself a new password.

•Write Down JMU's Webmail URL or Forward your
JMU E-Mail Account

RELAX!
Because College Park-Ashby Crossing
is sending you off to ACE those exams.
Stop by our clubhouse during exam week
for our traditional continental breakfast.
fc=£

ITS FREE AND
STARTS @ 8.30 A.M. ALL WEEK!

Check your JMU email from any PC with web access at:
http://webmail.jmu.edu or forward your email account to
a new email address from http://www.jmu.edu/accounts

Graduating?
Information Technology would like you to know that your email
account will be active until your degree is confirmed (typically
around July). After that time, your account will be disabled. To
ensure that you continue to receive your email:
•Make sure that you have set up a new email account with an
Internet Service Provider (ISP) or a free service provider
such as Yahoo or HotMail before graduation.
•Forward your JMU email account to your new email address
from the Accounts page http://www.jmu.edu/accounts.
Email left in your JMU account cannot be forwarded after
your account has been disabled.
•Send any existing email that you would like to keep to your
new address.
•Correct mailing list subscriptions to use the new address.
•Notify friends and family of your new address.

1191 Devon Lane
Harrisonbure, VA 22801

432-1001

£

For more information, please contact the
JMU Computing HelpDesk at 568-3555.

LIFESTYLES

WEDNESDAY, APRIL

Drink To That
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Patrick Bredland
UoH, III W«.«. B«£<v«l>U>S,
'U. SA-(1»d *WA!»r
N A Sn»\C.vr Cut. I'U>
t'vtfl SitG. lit. Po AnrM»«i|
To SlVavi I'M MoT
t>RL>r*NC-f

HARRISONBURG OB/GYN ASSOCIATES, PC
Daniel G. Witmer, M.D.
Louis E. Nelson, M.D.

C. Larry Whitten, M.D.
Herbert E. Bing, M.D.

M. Catherine Slusher, M.D.
Sherry L. Driver, F.N.P.

*

Hkc&k»i\
SiMit itir

WELCOMES
MICHAEL J. BOTTICELLI, M.D. AND JASON K. GENTRY, M.D.

t:\ditifiinlai IJi

mSfr
9t*d It*-* pwUtu
K/nU-cUu Sour6 -t/wa*
J.Ut<tn Itult y-<tji ei<a*pt*tt
8MU

Phone:
(540)434-3831
(800)545-3348
.4.5* about our
new extended hours
TO THEIR PRACTICE OF OBSTETRICS AND GYNECOLOGY

Virginia Dermatology & Maxillofacial Surgery
540-434-DERM (3376)

Only 25 minutes from JMU!
Hour. Frloty MO, Saturday ll »0-I0& Sunday I2-7
Lnrafrd on Rt 210. 12 ml ml of Simmon In the GW National form
140-1.7-8660 www lhebuclfhornlnn.com

Special Student Rate

Acne • Skin Problems • Cosmetic Skin Care • Psoriasis
• Medical & Surgical Treatment of Skin Cancer 0 Lupus 9

All Insurance Plans Filed • New Patients Welcome •

Private Storage Rooms

3360 Emmaus Road
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
1 Block from the Virginia Department of Motor Vehicles in Front of Grace
Covenant Church. Providers for Tngon. Southern Health, Medicare.

We Can Fix It!
CVXEjWfflKS

24-7 Access

Hometown Music
GUI'ARS, AMPS, DRUMS,

PA urn MORE - www.bomeiownmusic.nel
Ak/arei Solid-Top Acouijjc
$199

Guitar* on
[ Sale from
$99

AtoutHc-Eloctric
Guitars on Sale
from $ 189

MORE SPSCIAIS
IH TUB STORE

Hometown is celebrating
it s birthday with
store-wide specials

(540) 432-0280

marnm HMI
lutmetwut

Start Hun:
10-6 Mart, Tm, Thiir, Frt;
10-5 Sit
Cloud Wodaatday
t*«d.y

We can repair ALL brands of bikes
Come in A check out our Fall Specials
Close to campus - down the hill from Papa John's

^CtNNAMOTJ 3ZAJC

SEE
Uktrn Wm-1,1

434-4159 • 2990 S Main Street

Bring in this ad!

I

00

Receive $1

off

Any Sandwich & Medium Fountain Drink
fa.lroi April 30. 2002

600 University Blvd.
Beside Costco & Intelos

I

'

J

<in between Sheeu 4 JMU Arboretum >

Congratulations JMU Seniors!
You've made it this far...
Let us help you make it even farther...

Car loans with up to
100% financing!
Kmm«l~m

5.99%
Hv4AHi

N«w nod used,
up to 60 BOS.

Free Delivery
Minimum Order
$10.00
Limited Area

<•

(3

Your financial edge at JMU and beyond
AwuW BVDanaw. rafca auoj«r to tnaw* *<W «w.o. I'maaaww
a^ttnWi. >w,"**4 »rouaarra«|iaooOar S»0« «Mtf Am/brW
moon* aour ran/any parrowv m\ aa amro-voaAaV SJM

K

Mon-sat.
11:00 am- 10:00 pm
Sunday
11:00 am-9:30 pm

i

Chinese Restaurant
^/^
Lunch. Dinner. Carryout
3140 South Main St. Harrisonburg. Va 22801

(540) 433-0560
Lunch Buffet
Mon -Sat
11:00 am-2:00 pm
All Day Sunday Buffet
Friday and Saturday
Night Buffet
Atr\ T.™ „-nn „■».

4.30 pm - 9.00 pm

ConimonWediiiOiic
M**lCrmiUtMm
hVlr llfltoc FtiimiUI km

TJ/\

/y\\* ^ ^*/j6>.
A.X? _
YA
V
f^l E3
V

Go online to www.cofcu.ori*
Call »UO<42* 1SSt
Vi > il III in Gibbon. I la II

Mon.-Sat. 7:30 a.m.-8:00 p.m.
Sun. I 0:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.

r

To apply:

hometownmusic.net
8. mo

FOR MORE SPECMS

BAKERY AND DEO v-m

aua

NCUA

Secure
Facilities

433-1000

Birthday Sale

774 E. Market Si.
HaTriMHiburg. VA 2280I

"

2 Locations

MINI STORAGE

• Melanoma • Eczema • Moles • Warts • Herpes
•

tut

Closing Time: 11:00 pm

Combination Platters
IServed with Egg Roll end Fried or Steamed Rice)
Please Order by Number
1. Chow Mem (Shnmp, Chicken. Beet, or Pork) $4 95
J B^f with Broccoli
$4.95
3 Green Pepper Steak
$4.95
4'Shnmp with Lobster Sauce
$5.25
5 MOO Goo Gai Pan
$5.95
6 Sweet and Sour Pork or Chicken
$6.25
7
Shrimp with Mixed Vegetables
$5 95
8 Bee with Mill9d Ve elables
'
9
$5.95
9
Chicken with Mixed Vegetables
$5.95

..„_ Kung Pao Ch|Cken

$J g5

,,
"12
•13.
"14.

$625
$625
$595
$5.95

shnmp with Broccoli
General Tao's Chicken
Hunan Beef
Szechuan Beef

Note MSG, Salt, or Oil may be omitted upon request Please request mild, hot, 01 regular lb spicy dishes
'Dishes are Spicy
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CROSSWORD

HOROSCOPES
1

Today's Birthday (April 25). You could do quite well in business this year. Find a need
and nil it It's something for which you have I natural talenl This is going to be a lot
of work, but nothing you can't handle
Daily rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the
most challenging.
Aries (March 21-April 19)
jf Today is a 7 ■ Your brain is bub^^^hhngover with questions, ideas
^^W **nd creativity. Luckily, you have
somebody to talk to about it.

Taurus (April 20-May 20)
^^. Tod.iv

7 - Your financial conJ|A^.ITIIS should bt- alleviated soon.
&W The work you've been doing will
increase in value. If you stick to
your budget, you'll achieve abundance.

Libra (Sept. 23-Oct 22)
TIHI.IV
Today isIS an
.in 8 - All that effort
T
K t ~X and h Miae doesn't
«
get you nearUHP >y as far ass Ione lucky break can.
I ook Mr such
sin a break. Even a
jealous person's critical comment won't
mess up your chances. Later is better.

IS ,I

Gemini (May 21-june 21)
^ — Today is a 7 - You re getting
^fcj^kstronm-r in more ways than one.
/j^ Venus, the planet symbolizing
love, is going into your sign
Mars, for assertion, is already there. So is
Saturn, for experience.
Cancer (June 22-July 22)
Today is a 7 - Want to brighten
j up your home at a price you can
' afford? Martha Stewart has nothing on you! Use your imagination
and show her how it should be done.

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
-^ Today is a 7 - Somebody who
^^^J was rather intimidating is
^^^» becoming more of a friend Your
charms are working! That, and
the effort you've made to understand.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept 22)
* ^g Today is a 7 - Past efforts finally
*C*Wl *''lr' paving off, and not .i
^Ly* moment too soon. Money that's
^^^ due could finally arrive, or perhaps you II get that raise or promotion.

Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
g
^ Today is a 7 - Sometimes there
can be a link between love and
money. For example, not having
enough of the latter can make
the former more difficult. But planning
for your future together is very romantic.
Do that now
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
, Today is a 7 - Did you know
^fcr* th.it yours is the sign of wis«VJp>r ilom? But you still have to go
through the step-. You'll be
amazed at how much you can learn
now. Keep an open hi-.irt
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Today is a 7 - Time to turn in the
-fci
paperwork. Let people know
-^^T what you ve been doing Send
*•" out bills for your services. You
don't usually like this part of the job, but
it could be almost tun
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
R Today is an 8 - See? Isn't it getting
better? Funny thing is, it doesn't
much matter if you won or lost.
Either is cause for celebration
•
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)
.
Today is a 6 - A loved one is havjf^\ ing difficulty now and you can
^Jr help This person needs to take a
more roundabout route to whatever is being sought. An older person
you know can help. Put in a good word.
Be the link.

—Tribune Media Services

ACROSS
1 "The Planets"
composer
6 Diner brewers
10 Actor Omar
14 Gem State
15 Shipshape
16 Stout's Wolfe
17Sportscaster's figures
19 Medicine
20 Dip for a quill
21 Quibbling
23 Membership fees
25 Bob of reggae
26 Make inquiry
about
30 Must
32 Petty of "A
League of Their
Own"
33 St. _, MN
35 Infamous fifties
flop
39 Flash of light
41
not my job!
42 Nappy leather
43 Norse pantheon
44 Catty remark?
46 Parakeet's pad
47 Actress Spacek
49 Pinch follower
51 Writer Du Maurier
54 Actor Jannings
56 Earhart and
Bloomer
58 Pastry desserts
63 Te Kanawa
64 Politician's swan
song
66 Conflict in Greek
drama
67 Sandusky's lake
68 Kitchen strainer
69 Memorization by
repetition
70 Quick swims
71 Let up
DOWN
1 Gramophone successor
2 Chief Norse god
3 Without spring or
curl

3
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SOLUTIONS TO LAST ISSUES PUZZLE:

4 "Pygmalion" playwright
5 Holy city?
6 I give up!
7 Old-time motorcar
8 Drug agent
9 Does a slow burn
10 Result
11 Jeopardy
12 Dried fruit
13 Completely
soaked
18 Drink like a pig
22 Merits
24 Catnap
26 Pond scum
27 One-and-only
28 Kringle or
Kristofferson
29 Racer's goal
31 Furthermore
34 Goals
36 Perch on a bicycle
37 Upper hand
38 Evil grin
40 Lopez of "The
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Dirty Dozen"
45 Question of
choice?
48 Securely closed
50 Mistreatment
51 Capital of
Senegal
52 Pablo's friend
53 EDS founder
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55 Doles (out)
57 Indira Gandhi's
garb
59 Vocal showcase
60 Angry states
61 Glowing review
62 Tool building
65 Small drink

Last chance
to prepare for
the June exam!
Kaplan LSAT prep at JMU starts May 7!!!
Call today to register!!
(Ask for course code LSCV2202)

with DJ Gee Q, DJ Smooth and DJ llate
may 3, 5 p.m.-3 a.m.!
FREE PIZZH HRD UIIHGS with $10 couer
ALL V0U COR EOT $3.99

Don't wait! Call or visit us online today to enroll.
Thursday: Alpine Recess 18 & up, 9:30 p.m.

KAPLAN

Friday: Top Noch 18 & up, 9:30 p.m.
Saturday: DJ Smooth 18 & up, 9:30 p.m.
Thursday, May 2: Jazz Ensemble with

1-800 KAPTEST

kaptest.com
'LSAT is a registered trademark ol the Law School Admission Council

Alpine Recess 18 & up, 9:30 p.m.

433-0606
141 S. Carlton St. (next to Rugged UJearhouse 6 Big Lots)
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Snores often is measured in
wins and loses. However
some JMU teams' success
came in the form of experience. With a lot of youth, several JMU teams learned valuable lessons that will pay off in
the future.
JMU football entered the
season with inexperience
and youth and exited with
many injuries and one of
the worst records in the program's history
The women's basketball
team, coming off an appearance in the Women's National
Invitation Tournament, hit a
slump during trie season. The
struggles continued in the
conference
tournament,
where the Dukes fell in the
first round
The men's soccer team
continued its success on the
field, earning a second consecutive berth into the
r'AA Tournament
Men's basketball posted
several strong out of conference wins, but struggled
within conference play.
The Diamond Dukes rocketed off to one of their best
starts and earned their tirsl
national ranking since 1995.
Softball opened its first
Mason as a varsity sport,
starting the season 22-15.

in I I'HonwMvn Vun

III I I'HIIHV.Wiri Willuum
(moving top to bottom, from left to right)
Top Left: Senior Allison Keener tied the JMU record for career three-pointers made at 171.
Left Middle: Junior Elize van Ballegooie moves the ball upfield for the
Dukes field hockey team.
Top Middle: Senior Carl Younis hurdles a defender in pursuit of the ball
for the against the College of William & Mary.
Top Right: Senior BJ Minor stiff-arms one defender and attemps to elude
another against the University of New Hampshire.
Left Middle: Junior Lisa Staedt blows by two Maryland defenders In
JMU's 11-10 victory, ending a 26-year losing streak to the Terps.
Above: The Diamond Dukes climed into the nation's top 25 for the first
time in seven years.
Left: Sophomore Abby Karpinski fights with a player from the University of
Mississippi for control of the ball.
Bottom Left: Softball launched its inaugural season as a varsity sport in
the spring of 2002.
Bottom Middle: Sophomore Chris Williams drives past a University of
Delaware defender.
Betow: Coming off two championships and a second place in the CAA In
the last three seasons, the wrestling team struggled to find similar success.
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Coupon

Looking for that
perfect job?

MEDIUM 1 TOPPING
SINGLE BREADSTICKS
2 LITER PEPSI

$8.99
433-4800

&>
»vO

373 N. Mason St.
Thursday-Saturday Open Until 3 a.m.
Sunl.T, '.VI' i ' i.it '.);vi J-' I 1 ., '■■

Whether its just for the summer or

J^MMMESMM

you're entering the job market
on a full time basis...

Check Out The Money-Saving College Grad Programs At
McDonoueh Toyota! Take Advantage Of No Money Down & No
Payments For 90 Days! Plus. With Over 100 New Toyota's InStock.
You*rc Sure To Find One That Fits Your Budget!

Call.

for-800-727-332Q
uisit us on our website a*;

E=EHF?SOKJrNEL_

is a full service staffing firm.
We will help you find temporary,
temp to hire and/or direct hire
employment.

No Fees
and No Stress!!
Let us help you navigate the job-hunting maze.
202-861-2662 or dcofflce@premierpers.com
703-556-8722 or vaoffice@premierpers.com
301-998-6138 or mdoffice@premierpers.com
www. premierpers. com

FlINKHOUSER
& ASSOCIATES
P'operly Management. Inc

info@funkhousermana

VFAR

THE MADISON PR

OJECT
Guest Appearance
■*■ by Wendy Fox

MADISON PROJECT

@pmn wmm mm

Tickets: $3 with any student ID, $5 nonstudents
Available now at the Warren Box Office or at the door
Questions? Contact jmumadisonproiect@hotmail.com

Sponsored By:
JAMES

ftcHoNE ™j

^ antique

jewelry

M#l4W-:iTH\l 111) '.M)i lUMW M \

iwui;«rMi>ii
I4^«(MNUWIINI>IUI

IrrtW-V

ATI/M

\*tf7»miW

' -I

COLDUieiX

BANKeRU

FUNKHOUSER
REALTORS*

Door Prizes From:
Mark!; Bike Shop
McDonalds
Klilie's Dairy Bar
Mr. }*% Bagels
Outback Steakhouse
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"It is an honor to be named
Club of the Year and I feel
that we deserve it..."

i Women's club rugby ranked fifth in nation
A win by women's club rugby over No. 1 Stanford
University earned them spot a among the nation's elite.

25. 20021 THE BREEZE 117

MATT THOMPSON

vice president, triathlon club

S«« story below

SM

story below

2 Breeze Athletes of the Year

The name Andrew Lux should be synonymous with the word leadership.
The top seeded senior tennis player went
16-7 in singles and 15-7 for doubles in his final
season, but that is only the tip of the iceberg.
Since transferring from Tidewater
Community College after his freshman year
in 1999, Lux has been rock solid on and off
the tennis court.
On the court. Lux has nude his pnetnoi
felt, going 61-33 overall in ringlet and doubles. At one point this pad season. I u\ wa
ranked nationally by the Intenollegiatc
Tennis Association in both single (lTlh) and
doubles (44th), a first HUM .ummnlishment
for both Lux as a player and Steve Second as
a coach.
Lux has been just as stellar off the court.
His 4.0 GPA in the College of Business' marketing program ensures that he will be the
top graduate in his class. He also has been
selected to represent |MU at two leadership
conferences, the NCAA Foundation
Leadership Conference and the Beta
Gamma Sigma National Leadership
Conference.
Lux is truly the ultimate definition of a
student athlete.

Male Athlete of the Year

Female Athlete of the Year

To find senior Mollie DeFrancesco. ]ust
look.il the front of the pack. The senior cross
country and track runner usually can be
found there.
Di'Francesco racked up many honors
during cross country season, including the
Colonial Athletic Association championship
and was chosen as the CAA Runner of the
Year. Also an AII-CAA team member, she
was an NCAA National qualifier.
In track and field, DeFrancesco received
All-American honors in the indoor 5,000meter run. She also holds the JMU record in
that event with a time of 16:22.64. She was
also the Kastcrn College Athletic Conference
champion in that event and was named to
the All-RCAC Team. At the NCAA Indoor
l lumpionships, DeFrancesco placed sixth
in the 5,IXX> meter run.
Since the start of the outdoor bn
son, DeFrancesco took first place in the
3,000-meter ittaphchno run at the Duke
Invitational I ler time of 10:02.85 is the second fastest time in the country this \ m At
the CAA Championships she again placed
first in the 3,000-meter steeple hast- run
DeFrancesco also was named the JMU
Female Athlete of tlw Year.

- Don Boumian. assistant sports editor

'

',
'

-Drew IVBMI, worfi tdiior
NATE THARP/pm/i'iK* ntitor

TAE KWON DO CLUB

RUGBY CLUB

Women's club rugby ends season Tae Kwon Do has
on high note, ranks fifth nationally successful month
Wins over top-ranked Stanford and rival University of Virginia highlight season
BY DAN BOWMAN

assistant sports editor
The women's rugby club
concluded its season this past
weekend, upending No. 1
Stanford University 19-17
before losing to No. 8
University of Illinois 17-3 in
the USA Rugby National
Championship Rugby tournament, also known as the
"Sweet 16's." JMU ended the
year ranked fifth in the nation.
"Our team leaders are definitely our seniors," junior Janet
Sobel said. "We're losing six
this year, and every one of
them has had a tremendous
impact on our team. Without
their leadership and hard
work, we wouldn't have done
as well as we did."
Senior captain Beth Black
was JMU's most productive
player, scoring 12 of its 22 overall tournament points. In game
one against Stanford, Black tallied one try and two extra
points and against Illinois
scored the only points for |MU
on a penalty kick.
"Beth and Nichelle (Allen)
are the glue of this team," senior
Joselyn Whetzel said. "They

both have five years of experience, and experience is key in
this game."
According
to
senior
Mariel Ferrand, JMU reached
the national tournament by
placing second in the state
overall and fifth in the MidAtlantic Rugby Football
Union tournament, after
defeating Liberty University
60-0 and West Chester
University 19-0. This performance notched JMU the
16th and final seed in the
national tournament and a
match up with then No. 1
ranked Stanford.
"We didn't feel like we were
underdogs going into the tournament," Whetzel said. "We felt
like the Otrttf teams thought we
were underdogs, and we wanted
to show people who we were.
We needed to prove our name.
"We knew we could do it,"
WhetzeL said."We proved our
talent and it was a great feeling
Of .ummplishment."
Although the game against
StUlfofd was an important one,
many on the team feel that the
University of Virginia is its

Mggntl rivalry

"Our games are always
close," Sobel said. "They beat us
in the state tournament, but
we've beaten them the three
other times we played them this
EMC Although they're our
iggest rivals, they're good
friends of ours, too."

-4 4
Our team has a lot of
heart, and that's
something a lot of
other teams need
more of
— Joselyn Whetzel
senior rugbs player

Black added, "We continually battle with this team for the
first place spot in the state,
however, the last six meetings
we have had with them we
have beaten them five times
AKo, thev are nationally ranked
well below No. 5 after the
weekends events, losing both

games in the tournament."
Perhaps the biggest accomplishment for JMU was getting
as far as they did without junior
Maia Paglinawan, whose hip
was shattered in a February
game, sidelining her for the
remainder of the season.
Paglinawan, who was the
team's scrumhalf, was considered by many coaches to be the
best at her position on the east
coast according to Whetzel.
"She was the key component
on the team," Whetzel said. "But
she served as an assistant coach
for the remainder of the season
and was a large leader for us."
As for next season, Whetzel
said she thinks the team will
continue to persevere in its winning ways, despite its losses.
"Even though we have a lot
of talent leaving, I think the
team has a lot of potential,"
Whetzel said. "There will be a
lot of players stepping up and
trying to fill in the shoes of those
leaving, but that's what has gotten us to the point we're at this
year — just playing continuously. Our team has a lot of heart,
and that's something that a lot
of other teams need more of."

Martial arts group earn.f March Club of Month
BY DREW WILSON

sports editor
A successful month of competition and community service helped the Tae Kwon Do
club earn Club of the Month
honors for March.
Near the end of February,
four members of the club participated and placed in the Charlie
Lee Nationals Tournament.
Freshman Heather Arndt,
juniors Mike Foulger and Bryan
Driskell and sophomore Jenny
Muth placed in their respective
divisions for forms. Muth and
Amdt placed first and second,
respectively, in the women's 1829 intermediate forms, Driskell
and Fougler won second and
third place men's 18-29 intermediate forms.
The Tae Kwon Do Club
raised funds for the Relay for
Life event. It had 12 members
participate in the project and the
group collected over 5800 in a
little over three hours. In addition to Relay for Life, the club
also has participated in other
community services such as
Warm a Winter Wish and
women's self-defense classes.
The club also had a number of

members volunteer to help out
with the URKC Reach Out and
Climb Competition
In addition to service projects, the club also practices several times each week. "We have
approximately 60 members in
our club," senior Alexander
Elahi, the club president, said.
"We meet three days a week,
with the two weekday meetings being broken into three
one hour segments by belt
level, and the one weekend
meeting being broken into two
one hour meeting'.
This school year, the club
hosted one tournament and
attended two others. Muth, the
club secretary. MkL "In
December, we hosted an inschool tournament, mainly to
give tournament experience to
some members who had never
gone b0 one Ivfore In February,
four members competed in the
Charlie l.ee Nationals. which il
) nationwide tournament. In
March, we traveled to our home
school. Khan's Martial Altl
Academy in Burke for a ■parring tournament in which ttt n
sw TAE kWO\ Ml |Mxv IS

TRIATHLON CLUB

Triathlon club named Club of the Year
From humble beginnings to cream of crop, triathlon makes name for itself
BY DREW WILSON

sports editor
At the start of the school

year, there wasn't much to ma
triathlon club. Eight months
later, a lot has changed. The
triathlon club was chON in 11- this
year's Club of the Year by the
Sports Club Council.
Matt Thompson, vice president of triathlon club, said,
"Being a senior, I've seen the
origination of the club and the
growth that has occurred this
year. As a result of hard work,
the number of members h.is
tripled in size, and the club as a
whole is modi mow oiganbtad
and competitive II is an honor
to be named Club of the Year,
and 1 feel that we deserve it
because of the hard work that L
know has been accomplished."
Sophomore member Kirk
llethermgtnn said. "Being
named Club of the Year is a
dream and a well deserved
one, too. The club has grown
by leaps and bounds as an
organization.
We
have
acquired sponsorships, grow n
in membership and expert
ence, become a dominant
school in triathlons on the East
Coast and even made our

presence

known

the

national leval"
Entering the fall, the
triathlon dub had "very few
things going for them except
for a dedicated and motivated
new executive committee,"
according to I isa [an/, praaldent of the Sports Club
Council. Its membership was
roughly eight members and m
its previous \ cars as a club, few
fund raisers and community
projects were done.

-66Being named club of
the year is a dream and
a well deserved
one too.
— Kirk Hdberington
sophomore tnalhlon club member

55
Not only has the club
grown from about eight
members to around 30, but
the club has bciome DION
involved in the community

as well as in competitions
"The triathlon club is vary
active in the community, both
at JMU and in Harrisonburg,"
I li-therington said. "The club
h.is a lot of fun together, but
this kind of fun is pretty
unique to the club."
Thompson said, "The club
participated in raising OVtT
$1,000 for Relay for I ite this
year. In addition, we have
adopted a road outside
I larrisonburg where we will be
performing clean-up and mainIt-nance on a regular basis."
As lor competitions, the club
runs at least five competitions
as a whole and numerous competitions individually or in
small groups.
"The club takes part in various competitions throughout
the year," Thompson said.
"These include on and off road
triathlons, biathlons, cycling
road races and short and long
tlist,in»e running races."
According to junior |.u k 11
Voy, three of the best races the
team participated in this year
were the American Express
Triathlon March 23, the Azalea
Faatival Triathlon April 7 and
last week's National Collegiate

Championships, where |MU
ranked 13th in the nation's collegiate level.
Junior Jeff Burke, the club's
president, said, "The racing sea
son goes from March until
November, and we typically do
a few races each season. Last
week, four of our members
went to Nationals, where we
placed 13th in the nation."
S> what does a competition
entail7
La
Voy
said,
"Competitions m usually held
on Saturday or Sunday.
Typically the team wakes up at
the hotel around 6:30a.m., eats a
quick breakfast together in the
lobby or room and heads to the
race site. Once there, each racer
sets up their hikes and running
gear in the 'transition area.'
"Then the racers warm up,
use the bathroom and head to
the start line for the start of the
not A typical race starts at
about 4 a.m. After the race, the
team eats, watches the awards
ceremony, talks to other collegiate teams and then packs up
the cars and heads back for
JMU," La Voy said
While the competition* are
see TRIATHLON, page 18

r'MOiocoiKii si in orttpm.tdtfinalkUm/tndtx Itwnhiml
Sophomore Kirk Hetherington runs for the triathlon club, recently named Club of the Year, In the USA Collegiate Nationals.
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Triathlon club's improvement Tae Kwon Do club earns
Club of Month honors
factors in council's decision after
success in March
TXIATHLOS
'■ page 17
chaBonging, one doesn't hove to

lx- .m "elite multi sport .ilhk'lo,"

ling tojunaor member Jason
W.ilknhotM I k Mid, It's a BRBl
cluh far .inv.in' who wank to
chsAenge Mm «>r heneU and #'i
into BomtminB new, whQc nuvtInga great bunch ol poopta."
in fact •averal current men>
bersorigmall) |olntd the club u>
train (or other BpOftS
I first became Interested In
the dub three years ago as .1
way to .TOSS train tor mountain
bike racing," rhompeon said "I
did not oven complete my fast
biathlon until last yt
I farthering ton .ilso joined to
crosa-tnln 'or mountain bike
mdng l le said, "As it turns out
I liked competing in tri.ithlons
better I have only been .1 mem
ber ol the biathlon dub .1 veer;
but in th.it w.ir tlie dub has
given me everything: doaa
friends, a chance to help make

the club wh.it it is loday, introduce the sporl to others, the
support necessary to become a
competitive athlete ami to compete in national and world
championship events

-66It's a great club for
anyone who wants to
challenge him or
herself...
— Jason Wallenhorst
junior, triathlon club member

-99
Burke said he joined as a
runner looking for something
new. "It's been an incredible
experience for me, to see both
myself and the club grow and

rcaih new levels," he said.
The growth and success of
the triathlon club has made this
an "exciting time," r lelherington
■Bid We are one of IMU s m< M
promising organizations with
incredible potential thai we've
only just started to realize."
That realization was the (actor behind the decision of the
Sports Club Council. According
lt» I.in/, the club "exudes excellence. They have gone from a
disorganized club to one which
others should try to model theirs
after The organization is truly
one which works for its member, ami is made by its members
Their reputation is now one that
calls for respect and awe They
wholeheartedly deserve to be
Sport Club of the Year
Heading into the last weekend before finale, (he triathlon
club will look to defend its title at
the Appalachian State University
Triathlon in Boone, N.C.

/1/ KWON DO, J

1 /

members of our club placed.'
According
to
Blahl,
"Competition- are composed
of forms and sparring portions Forms are structured
patterns of movements while
sparring is light contact
lighting Sparring in competitions is usually point spar
ring, where the first person
to hit (he other gels a point,
with the winner being the
one who reaches a predetermined number of points firal
or the one with the most
points after a certain amount
of time."
The club also has bell
tests, in which members can
earn higher belts. Recently,
two seniors, Sean Ramirez
and Beth Rider, earned (heir
black belts.
The opportunity to take
Tae Kwon Do and train at

JMU is a "remarkable thing
right now' according to
William Bentgen, (he club's
\ ice president
"At must martial arts
1
Is, you'd be looking to
pay an upwards of 580 a
month for training and
spend
most
your
time
stretching and listening to
the head instructor babble
about something you won't
remember
after
class/'
Bentgen said. "Here you
have instructors that give
vou personal attention and
help you correct stuff with a
more 'hands on' method.
"It's the kind of personal
attention you can't gel St ■
commercialized school and
it's dirt cheap to boot It's a
rare opportunity to get topnotch training without the
'boxed' version of commercial martial arts "

Lacrosse falls at Duke
The Dukes fell to
Duke University 12-7
Wednesday in Durham,
N.C. Sophomore Gail
Decker scored three
goals in the loss. JMU fell
to 8-10 on the season.
Men's golf finishes fourth
at CAA tournament
JMU placed fourth at
the
Colonial
Athletic
Association tournament
this past weekend, shooting
285-286-2%-867.
Sophomore Jay Woodson
finished second among
Individuals, shooting a
final round 72 to finish
ti\ *■ strokes hack of the
lead at seven under par.

Graduation Sale
Color Copies
on 8 1/2 x 11

_ CISAT
Main
Copy Center Copy Cent
X88731
X83263

59<

Copy
Centers

m Blood Drive

GIVE LIFE
Join the Sunchase
Apartment staff on
Monday, April 29th^
from 2:00-7:00 p.m.
and give the
OUT OF LIFE.W

Walk-Ins or
appointment
Call 442 4800
to schedule a time

ZXHL'X:,

=[ Come see us at 1941 Sunchase Drive (off Neff Ave.)
or visit us at www.sunchase.net

'-fOiTjMT*
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School of Education Honors Reception Award Recipients
tchool

II(

I du( .tinm AHiirds

(Godwin Scholarship

Alumni M Scholun.hip
Annie 1. Enmou
Marie B. and Sunnir H. Itaird

Teresa J Hoover
Gillian P Scflmll
Mex.imtia WbtklMI
Heth Hefner Schi^arship
Hc.ilhci M R\ ans
IIIIIDarrln Middle Kducalion Scholarship
Lauren (Lon) R [)al>
N« .11 "in School Teachers Scholarship
Outstanding Senior in Middle Education

L>nn Momtk
M.mii.i Rnmks llurrrss S<holiirshi|i
MtaDM Ciipluk
< umi'liiis |. HiJlMolf Scholars hip
IVKKV

rtreuHoow
Christopher Carl Huffman Award
Kcllv 1 c.Anna McCarthy TeachinK SthnLirship
knmlci L Bailey
James A Oof dim. III
1 .ii h i hlldl
(1 Kduoillim Awards
Hit kt-rs.Mi Sihidurship
(Senior Leadership Award)
llh/ahclh S Campbell
Dunlop Scholarship
Eli«bcih S Campbell
JeuH.CIn
Bmily C English
Erin M Powen
Lauren A Hipp
Kimherly M UmttdMl
Amaiul.i C Wit no
1 k mi m.II \ 1 dm .iiinii S< hnl.ii \hip
Kenneth H FMfUKM
hen Ion Memorial Scholarship
Daniel T Zieglcr
BdnknMpi
Natalie A Camillas
Cnsiin J. LambcH
Cinlin A. Median
Kalhryn C Papa
Jcnna l> Roberts
i ...kiln i \i Scholarship for Karlv
Chilhond Kducalion
Kaihenne b. Lucas
OraV. Sharp Scholarship
Mary-Ashley (Mabb> | llukci
(HKIWIII

CowtM) 1' llrennan
Amanda Mane Bfiwn
Summer D Harrington
Kelly K Lccs
Hillary E Mcsnw
Angela IJ FKkftfld
Elsie II \\i«k> Scholarship
1 fnils, C Gcisci!
ICSSH i R keih
Middle Kducallon Awards
Hushnni; Memorial Scholarship

Megan E Green
Charles C. CaWwell Scholarship
Leigh C. BlevlN
Dunlop Scholarship
1 ejhD. Folb
llONI A Gordon. HI

Saturday
April 27th
9 p.m.

One of the Nation's Premier
Jam Bands Live on Stage

BHabedi v Russcii
Secondary Kducalion Awards
NBEA Award
Rebecca M. McClure
( MiM.iihluii; Senior in Secondary Education

lake Trout

Sarah Ann M Ml
< hilsunding Teacher Licensure Candidate
in Secondary Kducalion
K.illii'iinc A SWMJaM
Shrum Award
Melissa S. (laugher
Human Resource Development

with guest, J Mil's own

AITIIKI) AS ID leadership Award
Sarah J Rudman
Oulstjiidiiit>AD/HKI> Student
Award (Graduate)

"My Blue Pill"

Esther Ni/.i
Oickvn's Award
I alkhia D Mcining
Special Education
11.1'err> and C. Brown Scholarship
Pamela 1 BfOOkl
Eddy Dilton Scholarship

and

"The Cancer
Conspiracy

l.iniN.i \l (\ipii.ino
Curie B I'hiiiips
Julie Simon Scholarship
IMM I 1 I'Muulle
Outstanding Senior In Special Education
Kaien A Cuitin
Lauren Brooke D.ihlqtml
Rachel \ 1 auiK-i
Iissi.a l.ynnc Kelly
Ouslanding (Graduate Student in
Special Education
JohnT McNaught
Anne W ItcktOll
Reading Ed Ml at loo
Shirley II. Merlin Reading Scholarship
Kaien i WCSVSI
Dean's OITice
llean's Scholar
James A Gordon. Ill

■

Tickets on sale now at Mainstreet bar & Grill,
Plan 9 Music in Harrisonburg or buy online at
www.MainstreetRocks.com

i
A
^^k

^B^muM

A one time
special event!

Tickets $12, 18 & up

A
jfl

^

jfl_^^flfJJ

432.9963

MI vuIM. ma m si reel rocHs.com

fill Sham 18 * up Unless Otherwise Noied!
Mainstreet Is Perfectly Located at 153 South Mainstreet, Harrisonburg

Advertising.
Staff

Advertising Manager
ristine Anderson
Assistant Advertising Manager
^-—Gail Chapolini
Advertising
ver
Executives
y Chambers
Designer Lead
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SPORTS

KIM'S NAILS & TANNING
434-5382

T

♦Full Set
'Manicure & Pedicure Combo.

$20
$28

"Includes Free Tan or French Manicure

Manicure
Pedicure
Eyebrow Wax
Mon-Sat 9am-8pm

2177 S. Main Street
In Dukes Plaza

NEW TANNING BEDS

SKYDIVE!
One day Tandem Skydives and a staff dedicated to keeping JMU
students skydiving at Virginia's #1 Skydiving Center,
Skydive Orange!
Closest skydiving center to JMU.
Freefall almost a minute from ^y
the area's largest and
<J
safest skydiving aircraft
from over 2-1/2
miles up on your first dive!

cC^

A Skydiving Gift Certificate is
the perfect graduation presentl
Complete information is on
www.skydiveorange.com
or call toll free:

1 (877) DIVESKY
(344 3768

JMU STUDENT DISCOUNTS

THERE'S NO REASON TO WAIT ANY LONGER

You can always change your mind
before school starts, but you won't always have
a chance to win the $500.00 and Easy Hookup T-Shirt
Stop by your property management office or call NTC today

Thanks for the support of NTC!
Have a good Summer

NTC

COMMUNICATIONS

Telephone Service. Cable TV
Network/Internet (Ethernet)
www.ntc-com.com

'One winner per complex:
SUNCHASE, FOXHILL, PHEASANT RUN
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2001-2002
Left: Andre- Dapslch, a
student at Southwest
Texas State University,
Is comforted by Junior
Cralg Curbello, while
they watch the news In
the LBJ Student Center.
Daplch had a family
member who worked In
the World Trade Center
and awaited news of his
welfare.
Bottom: Junior Elizabeth
Miller attacks a tree
outside the
Harrlsonburg Staples
store on Tuesday,
November 13, 2001 In
protest.

FlI.IUIKmv/luvrArim

Story by senior writer Jeanine Gajewski
Art by art director Amanda llinckcr
nly eight short months after student! Unpacked their bags in August,
they prepare to s.iy goodbye In the 2001-02 school year and ti 1 «• it
away as another volume in the annals ol their memories. As they
hive witnessed tragedy and destruction, renewal and growth, the)
i new chapter in their lives and in JMU' history.

Overcoming Tragedy
Almosl before students were settled in, the tragic events of Sept. II unfolded
before millions ol eves as JMU struggled with the devastation.
"I think more than anything, what will stand out about this year is Sept. 11,"
junior lane I laaendcn said. "While m.mv other events have touched our lives.
they all pale in comparison to what happened in New York City, Pennsylvania
and Washington. DC. Although a lot ol the emotions have laded, there is still .in
underlying'feeling of togetherness
The campus came together in unprecedented displays of camaraderie and
patriotism. (Her 2,000 members of the JMU community gathered on the commons lor a vigLHo send messages of peace, laith and unity.
"The Sept-. 11 vigil demonstrated the importance ol appreciating life," senior Judy Bruen said. 'Regardless ol ethnicity, age or gender it emphasized our
commonalties and intrinsic worth as people."
All athletics were suspended while the campus mourned the losses and sup^^^^ ported the victims. Students participated in countless bloixi drives, benefit concerts and organized protests against \ iolence and terrorism.
"Sept. 11 is a day we'll all remember being here at school for,"
junior Susie Truskv said. "Seeing students' re.n lions to it in the following*
days through patriotii shirts, blood donations and aparttiMnti adorned
with flags will always stay w ith me."

Sept. II is a day we 'II tijl remember being here at school for.
— Susie i rusk)
junior
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Left: Building 891 of the
Commons apartments on
Port Republic Road burst
Into flames on Saturday,
November 10, 2001 and
burned for about an hour.
Bottom: Mark Warner
edged out a victory in the
gubernatorial race over
Republican candidate
Mark Earley with
apporoximately 52 percent of the vote.

A month later, destruction hit even Closer to home as a tire erupted
in the Commons, charring building 8Q1 and lea\ ing 4H students htrtrtclcss.
Al.u be the Sept. 11 tragedy helped e\ er\ one realize that life 's so precious because as soon as the lire broke out, everyone came out to help."
senior Sus.in Kim said. "It didn't matter it thev were directly affected bv
- the fire or not. It was just the realization of the importance of life that
brought the community together."
Junior Jennifer Wilboum said. "Pie Commons lire impacted me so
much that it pmmptcd me lo become a volunteer lire lighter I s,nv tin- black
smoke and ran over there ... 1 like participating, reeling like I've done something."

All for the Cause
The drive to affect change persisted throughout the vear, with students adv ocating causes and raising awareness /ela I.III Alpha and the University Health
Center combined efforts to promote National breast Cancer Awareness Month
with a variety ol events in October
In November, the IARTH club protested outside ol the Harrisonburg Staples
The protest was part of a national effort bv environmental groups to pressure the
Office supply chain nfto adopting more env ironmentallv conscious business practices. The Health 45H class and the |MU Recycling Program continued their push
to preserve the environment as they sponsored Recycling Awareness Week in
March. Also that month. Take Back the Night raised awareness about sexual
assault and provided a platform for survivors to speak out.
Earlier this month. Relay for life participants raised over $140,000 for cancer
research.

Bottom: Dave Chappelle performs two
shows at Wilson Hall for JMU audiences
Monday, April 1, 2002. This was the
quickest sell out a University Program
Board event in the history of JMU.

My friend Jamie had just lost her
father to cancer a week before Relay
for Life and she found the courage lo
get out there and walk.
— Jennifer Wilrxiurn
junior

—
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"Mv friend Jamie hail just lost her fatlK'r to
L .mier ,i week hetorc Relay tor I ileand she found the
courage to get out there and walk," Wilboinn Slid
"She walked all night in memory.of her father."

The Entertainment

HI* PHOTrvMiuitinT 1km

JMU brought big names to campus, with speakers including former governor L. Douglas Wilder as part of JMU's celebration of Martin Uuther King Day
and former Secretary of State I awrence I agleburger during James Madison
Week last month. Comedian Da\ id Chappelle performed back-to-back show s m
Wilson Hall this month. JMU hosted a myriad of musical talent, kicking off the
vear with a concert by Pat McGee. later in mid-November, the campus had the
opportunity to be in Better Than Ezra's music video as thev preformed in
Wilson Hall Also in November, the University Program Board brought OAR
to the stage and Ludacris to a packed Convocation Center in February. This
month, over 100 bands from "around the hast Coast earnc to Harrisonburg for
the sixth annual MACRoCk festival.

The Politics
Students followed politics on the state and local levels as thev cast their
voles in the 2001 Virginia gubernatorial elections, leading lo the election ol
Democrat Mark Warner in November. They continue to lollow the campaigns
ot Harrisonburg City Council candidates as they prepare for elections May 7
JMU watched a few ot its fraternities and sororities struggle to combat hazing

I II I I'IKilKH.ilirrf Abir
Right: Sophomore Charlotte Green looks at Tshlrts made by sexual assault survivors and
their friends and families. The Clothesline
Project was held March 27-28 In PC Ballroom,
In conjunction with Take Back the Night.
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Focus

2001-2002: Reflections of year at JMU
2001, from page 21
issues, and it read how sophomore Clara Schwartz was
charged with first-degree
murder for conspiring to kill
her father.

The Experience

HLE PHOTtyftiir Km
Students covered In body paint cheer on the Dukes at the 2001 Homecoming gam*.

The sounds of cement trucks
and bulldozers resonated across
the JMU campus and around
Harrisonburg as the 2001 -'02
year saw continuing changes
and constant construction.
"I think this year we have
seen the start of a lot of changes
for JMU," Lissendcn said. "I
wonder if we'll even recognize
JMU in 10 years."
In the fall, JMU debuted a
renovated I> lull the conversion of the Howard Johnson
Inn on Port Republic Road to
an upperclassman dorm and a
new five-level parking deck.

additions and renovations.

Construction continues as the
university completes construction of the new Leeolou
Alumni Center, expansion to
the College Center, construction of a new bookstore and
renovations to Gifford Hall.
Port Republic Road is getting
a facelift as it expands to
accommodate more vehicle
and bicycle traffic.
With growth and economic
pressures of a slower postSept. 11 economy, the Board of
Visitors voted to raise summer
tuition for out-of-state and
graduate students and to raise
tuition for the 2O02-'03 school
year by 9 percent for in-state
and 10.2 percent for out-ofstate students.
As graduating seniors leave
a changing university behind,
some say they wish they could
experience the benefits of the

"It's too bad thai they are
doing all this construction, like
the new bookstore, and I won't
even be around to see it," senior
Megan Green said.
Perhaps what students will
remember most from the
2001-'02 school year is not the
new buildings or the bigname entertainment, bul the
day-to-day happenings that
makes college worthwhile.
"I'll remember the true
college experience," junior
Jesson Zafar said. "Realizing
you can live on FLEX and
vending. Walking to class in
pajamas ... meeting friends,
discovering love, losing it
and discovering it again. It's
the minute details that occur
daily that we should cherish
at school, because soon it
will all be gone."

Lpatntsa JCadu \Jattoo
an
HSoau •J^ieiclna eStuaio

Chinese Restaurant
tfiee JbaUutVuf

$10.00 Minimum - limited Alaa

Mon.- Thurs. 11 am -10 pm
Fri.- Sjn. till 11 pm
Store Hours May Vary No MSG Upon Request No Checks Accepted

HOURS:
12 NOON TO 8PM
FRI. & SAT. 12 NOON TO 10 PM
CLOSED SUN. & MON.
TUES.-THURS.

WE SPECIALIZE IN ALL FORMS OF TATTOOING
COLOR
TRIBAL
BLACK AND GREY
PORTRAITS

200 SOUTH AVENUE
HARRISONBURG, VA
540-433-5612

The Second Meal Deal

$6.50

$3.99
Lunch Special $3.95

(540) 568-9899

(540)438-1919

I
1

1031 Port Republic Rd
Next to Food Lion

4

—

11

:

.

1- 81

625 J Ml Clinton Pike
Near EMU
Behind BB&T Bank
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Fmfield

Special
Combination Platters

Races

Saturday
April 27, 2002
Tickets on Sale at University Outpost
432-0287
Infield parking spaces on sale
online at www.foxfieldraces.com
or call 1-800-594-8499

Heading Home for the Summer?

t

10%
student discount
with
coupon below.

)

Truck /tenta/
Local • One Way • Do-It-Your self Moves

James Madison
WE'LL TAKE YOU WHERE YOU WANT TO GO.

• Low Rates
•Full Line of Moving Accessories
•Free Unlimited Mileage on
One-Way Truck Rentals
• Full Range of Clean, Fuel-Efficient Trucks
•24-hour Emergency Road Service
•Automatic Transmission
and Air Conditioning Available

Receive a 10% discount WITH THIS COUPON
on your next Local or One-Way Truck Rental

For
Call (864) 375-0027
Reservations
Call
10% l~l 10%
432-2367 I Affordable, new, clean trucks at convenient rental locations
DISCOUNT

True* Rental

DISCOUNT

'inn coupon is not vaM with any other offer One per liucfc rental and subject to availably Al
I local and One Way rertats subject lo Pens** SunoarrJ Renal QuaMcatiom A 'One Way rertaT
I means your Pemke truck is reniefl f one ay ang icturnefl 10 another

i.
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I Murder by 'Numbers'
Sandra Bullock's latest effort is mindnumbingly trite.
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"There are some things that our
God-given shapes just will not
allow us to wear tastefully."
ERIN LEE

freshman

ftalt

First-time novelist to promote debut effort at JMU next week
BY VIJAYA PRASAD

contributing writer
Complicated relationships,
intense emotions, tough decisions
and living on your own for the
first time. These are all topics in
Tesa Jones' first novel "Cobwebs
of Time." Jones will be appearing
at the JMU bookstore on the first
floor of Warren Hall for a book
signing April 29 from 1 to 3 p.m.
The novel traces the story of
four individuals: Laura, Brad,
Jennifer and Kurt through college
and their lives beyond. The book
is divided into three sections: the
college years, the changing years
and the awakening years. Each
section is representative of a
unique period in their lives. This
is a story of their mistakes, their
joys and their sorrows.
Jones' writing style is fluid
and an easy read. It's the perfect
book for a lazy day at the beach,
a book to lose yourself in.

However, there are parts of
the novel where the conversation is contrived and a little
unbelievable. The book uniquely is written in the first person of
each character, switching back
and forth throughout the book
to tell the complete story. The
book is fast paced and before
one realizes it, the college years
are over, and the changing years
are passing by.
Fans of Danielle Steele and
Sydney Sheldon will find similarities in Jones' writing style,
which is passionate, emotional
and connects to the reader. As a
writer, she achieves the goal of
reaching her readers,and allowing them to relate to the characters and the problems, dilemmas
and issues they face.
The first segment of the
book, the college years, was
definitely an enjoyable read
and one to which college

student could relate to most
easily. Jones captured the
drama
that
inevitably
enters life away from the
comforts of home.

44I've been writing since
I can remember. I
think I wrote before I
could read.
—Tesa Jones
novelist

99Although the book progresses quickly throughout, in the
later parts of the book the characters seem to lack the depth

they had during their college
years. Parts of the book also
seem cliched. The author's ideas
may have been original in her
mind, however, some of them
are common themes in romance
novels and lack the spark of originality in other parts of her book.
Although "Cobwebs of
Time" is Jones' first novel,
writing is nothing new to
her. "I've been writing since
I can remember. 1 think 1
wrote before I could read,"
she said.
She started writing the
novel when her children
were young but the book
happily was put on the backburner as she realized how
much time children consumed. After her youngest
son was a high school senior,
she decided to pursue her
writing dreams again.
Jones' book is about life.

about how "the more things
change, the more things stay the
same" and about second
chances. It is about giving people
the benefit of the doubt and not
letting
miscommunication
destroy beautiful relationships.
Her advice to budding writers is
to "write what you know, to
write every day but most importantly to never give up."
The underlying theme of
the novel is that everyone
needs to follow their dreams,
be true to their hearts and
remember that if they make
mistakes along the way, they
always should move forward. Jones showed this
through her characters and
their actions. That is also her
message to all her readers:
the absolute necessity of following your dreams, learning from past mistakes and
never losing hope.

Phtilo by Du\* Vnwll

What's hot this summer season? Dancers celebrate
Wedge sandals, fringed belts among newest trends for women
BY ERIN LEE

contributing writer
With summer approaching, we are beginning to see
bare-all clothing hitting the
stores. To some of us, this
can be a scary thing. Many
.people love to dress in the
hottest trends, but let's face
it — every trend does not
work for everyone.
There are some things
that our God-given shapes
just will not allow us to wear
tastefully. For those of you
ladies who cringe at the
model-like figure (and that
would be most), here are a
few tips to competing with
Cosmo's cover girl.
If you have a pear-shaped
figure, then this summer's
daisy dukes and boldly

printed skirts may not work
for you. You want your
clothing to draw the eye
upward which will make
you appear taller.
Try pairing a jagged edged
jean skirt with a hot pink cap
sleeved top or a lace-trimmed
tank and always add some
heeled sandals.
Heels are a perfect way to
create a slimming, longlegged effect because of the
added height. Find a pair
that are as comfortable as
they are cute.
And good news girls:
wedges, those thick-soled
sandals, are making a comeback this season.
If you have an extremely
large bust then you want
your clothing to draw atten-

tion to other parts of your
body. Stay away from low cut
tops or ones that have a seam
underneath the bust.
Try a belted sundress to
accentuate the waist or pair a
peasant top with a skirt and
some slingbacks.
For those of you who are
tall, you want your clothing
to make a statement without
emphasizing your height.
Try pairing a horizontally
striped top with a bright,
solid skirt or try a bandana
or floral print below-theknee dress. Heels should be
lower than two inches.
For those petite ladies
out there, your clothing
should fit well and give the

—<*< FASHION, m< is

BY KATY KAIN

AUSON FARGOfajil mtt rdiior
This could be you this
summer ladlesl

New spin on summer reading lists
What summer isn't complete
without some sort of reading
list? Even if that list isn't honored, it's always nice to have
around. It's like a spare handkerchief or parachute — a good,
wholesome, individual reading
list is just as integral to the
ambience of summer as white
sandy beaches, low-paying jobs,
blockbuster movies and greasy
fast food.
I've always had trouble
with reading lists, primarily
because I have so many needto-be-read books cataloged
on my shelves that 1 can't sit
down and make a fresh, new
list. I miss the smell of that
fresh sheet of paper (or postit note), miss the feel of the
pen in my hand, miss the
confusion of deciding what
books are impoitant enough
to go on the list and how
many I'll be able to read over
the summer months.
Summer reading lists, to me,
always have been about individuality; there's no one around
to tell you to read 50 pages of
such-and-such by Thursday,
and no one to bug you about
that 55-page research paper due
tomorrow morning. Reading
over the summer is about entertainment and personal benefit.
It is as personally liberating as
walking in the rain or skinnydipping in the Arctic Sea.
Last year, being the novice
that 1 was (and probably still
am), I took the easy way out
regarding book recommendations over the summer. I chose
extremely eclectic novels, many
of which averaged 400 pages —
in essence, I took some of the
fun out of summer reading by
selecting these massive, complicated works of literature that

I'm almost certain no one got
around to reading. I know I didn't; 1 spent half the summer
reading magazines and flipping
through old comic books that
had been hidden away in the
bowels of the family storage
room (I can sec the literati shivering in their iron coffins as I
write this).
This summer, I want to do
things a little differently. I've
constructed my recommendations this year around the short
story; consider it the "All Things
Literary" Summer 2002 Reading
Theme, if you will (cue: trumpets and cymbals) Short stories, I find, are much better fodder for summer reading for
many reasons.

tion to another and not feel as
guilty as I do when I read more
than one novel at a time. You
can pick up a short story, read it,
drop it, go to work or see a
movie or woo your summer
lover, come back and not feel as
if you've forgotten any important plot points, symbols, etc. I
hesitate to say this, but short stories are reading for the "summer mindset," for the mind that
goes on neutral when the temperature rises and the schools
go into hibernation like bears or
educational vampires ... for the
mind that doesn't want to feel
burdened by a huge novel.
Here are some suggestions
for great short story collections
to peruse over the summer.

All Things
Literary

by senior writer
Zak Salih
For one, most short stories
can be read in one sitting,
which makes a small collection
perfect for the beach, the park
or lunch time at your backbreaking, low-paying internship. Despite the fact that their
length is shortened severely,
some short stories don't skimp
out on the moral lessons and
complexities that make novels
such wonderful things.
Short story collections also
can be put down at any time; if
you were so inclined, you could
skip Irom one short story collec-

*ASAi

l've decided to be kind
and spare you a rambling,
grandiose description of each
collection (after all, you have
to get to the sports section
sometime, right?); the fact is,
I admire these collections so
much I'd probably go on and
on and on about them. If any
one of the titles or authors
perks your curiosity, then by
all means, write them down,
check them out on any of the
popular Internet booksellers,
and if you think it's the right
collection for your summer,

across campus

happy reading!
So ... without further
adieu, let me drop down off
my soapbox and pull back
the crimson curtain ...
1. "Stories" by T.C. Boyle
2. "Collected Stories" by
Saul Bellow
3. "Collected Stories" by
Andre Dubus
4. "The Complete Short
Stories
of
Ernest
Hemingway: The Finca Vigia
Edition"
by
Ernest
Hemingway
5 "Everything's Eventual"
by Stephen King
6. "Collected Short Stories"
by Graham Greene
7. "The Be9t American Short
Stories of the Century" edited by John Updike
8. "The Philip K. Dick
Reader" by Philip K Dick
9. "East, West" by Salman
Rushdie
10"Dogwalker" by Arthur
Bradford
It is with these books and
all their imaginative, enjoyable promises that All
Things Literary ends its
magical mystery tour for the
2001-'02 academic year.
Thanks for your support,
your compliments and your
own reading suggestions.
In parting, there's a celebrity chef on the Food
Network, Wolfgang Puck,
who ends his half-hour salivating show by saying,
"Live, Love, Eat." Well, I
think I'm going to borrow
his words for a moment and
send you off with this (predictable) advice for the
summer months: "Live,
Love, Read."

>>T»»».»»»;M

staff writer
"Dance Day," got students
groovin' Tuesday, April 23. "The
purpose of 'Dance Day" is to promote dance on campus," said
Karrina Toews, faculty advisor
of Dance Day.
Dance Day kicked off with
students from the dance department performing at 9 a.m. in
front of Carrier Library. Another
performance was shown at noon
at ISAT's ampithearre. At 1 p.m.
students got their groove on in a
hip-hop dance performance on
the Quad. Students also performed improv in front of Duke
Hall and Folk and Ballroom
classes danced on the commons.
Meanwhile, dance videos were
shown in Warren Hall from 10
a.m. to 4 p.m. The day ended
with a dance concert at Godwin
Hall at 7 p.m.
The turnout for each performance varied, according to
Toews, who said people walking
by would stop and watch. "It
was interesting to see the reactions," he said.
"Dance Day" was organized
by Toews and three senior
dance majors, Casey Blake,
Keira Hart and Lauren Spivey.
Together, the three seniors produced the evening's concert at
Godwin Studio Theater. Blake,
Hart and Spivey wanted to put
on a concert of their own for
their senior year. Their professors agreed and gave them half
of "Dance Day." Blake said they
were very lucky to have been
given the opportunity.
The concert consisted of
seven performances, including
one solo, five group pieces and
one intermission piece. Each
Clayed on a contrast between
?auty, innovation and humor.
Toews choreographed two
performances, one being a solo
called "On the Edge of My Skin."
"I created the solo when I
went to a conference in Brussels,
Belgium in January," Toews
said. Toews worked with a choreographer who told students to
take seven different verbs and
create a phrase, some of which
included to splash, to fall, to pull
and to touch lightly. The verbs
were a starting point to create a
movement. Toews said it went
past those verbs into something
more emotional, to her controlling something, then something
controlling her and then the
inner play between it.
A
highlight
of
the
evening's concert was a
piece choreographed by
Hart. This performance portrayed views of self-perception, society's view and how
things like magazines make
people feel about them-

::?;::;

selves. Magazines played a
large role in Hart's piece, her
costumes consisted of taped
together magazine covers
and a path made out of covers stretched across the front
of the stage. Three large
frames served as mirrors to
the dancers, who would not
hesitate to pose or fiddle
with their appearances.
Spivey explained her piece,
"Window Snouts & Window
Shouts" to be about relationships. This piece consisted of
two pairs of dancers. Spivey said
she wanted the audience to feel
as though they were looking into
two rooms by hanging two window frames down onto the
stage. At times, a clear windowpane would be held between
each pair. "We want to get close
to other people but there is still
always something between us,"
Spivey said. "We can see each
other clearly but we are just all
different people."

-6 6/ just really enjoy
making things that
happen on their own.
— Casey Blake
senior dancer

-99—
Blake
choreographed
"Tribute," the last performance
of the evening. In this group
performance, each sequence
seemed to show one dancer
being left behind by the others.
Blake said a lot of the choreography was accidental as well
as natural. "I just really enjoy
making things that happen on
their own," Blake said.
Toews said that some of the
performances have been worked
on since January and that some of
them were very recent, created in
just the last month. Proceeds for
the concert go towards JMU's
School of Theater and Dance.
"Dance Day"'s evening concert
was dedicated to Jared Neville, a
JMU student who died this past
Sunday morning and was very
involved in attending dance concerts. "He was really a great guy.
He was really passionate about a
lot of things, including whenever
he saw a dance show," Spivey
said. An insert in the concert's
program spoke of Neville's stunning character
The insert read, "Goodbye
Jared. Your passion, exuberance,
childlike srx*itmeity, artistic heart
ratiorul mind and faithful soul were
all blessings ami gilts to know and
love. Until we meet on the cither
side, our earthly memories will cherish truxighls and smiles of you."
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THE CINEMA SCOOP
'Murder by numbers' leaves audiences numb, bored
REVIEW

BY DAVID CLEMENTSON

senior writer

In "Murder by Numbers,"
Sandra Bullock's character says,
'Trust me. Five years from now,
nobody will remember them..."
While intending to create an
original
murder
mystery
thriller, executive producer
Bullock achieves a creepy, forgettable, cliched movie about,
well, creeps. "Nobody will
remember ..." this movie.
The plot involves two unlikable high schoolers attempting
to murder a random victim and
not get caught by the unlikable
police detectives. Both sides are
given a fair share of guns and
nonsensical one-liners.
Bullock ("Speed") plays a
lame version of her usual
character. She stars as Cassie
Mayweather, the hotshot
know-it-all police detective.
Mayweather is the type of
female cop that tries to stand

apart from the cop squad of
dim-witted, doughnut-eating
males but loses the trait when
she abruptly says, "I gotta
take a piss."

'MURDER BY NUMBERS"
STARRING:
SANDRA BULLOCK AND
RYAN GOSLING
RATED: R
RUNNING TIME:
94 MINUTES

She lives alone in a houseboat, watches "Matlock,"
doesn't like chit-chat and
almost exclusively wears blue.
She's one-dimensional, hardnosed, emotionless and bossy.
Her partner, Sam Kennedy,
played by Ben Chaplin ("The
Thin Red Line"), is a flat crime

scene detective who before the
current homicide never had
investigated a crime scene
before. The one laugh in the
whole film comes when
Kennedy quickly is able to compile exhaustive lists of clues
linking the murderers — whenever a new clue emerges.
The two creepy high school
murderers toast to "the systematic derangement of [their]
senses"and read textbooks
about fingerprinting and
crime scene investigations,
while leaving obvious footprints at crime scenes.
Michael
Pitt ("Finding
Forester") looks like Drew
Barrymore with a bad hairdo as
he plays the pouty Justin
Pendleton. He's a pale gothic
kid who says things like,
"Freedom is crime, because it
thinks of itself first."
Ryan
Gosling
("The
Mickey Mouse Club") plays

Richard Haywood, a droopyeyed, mumbling, cocky, unrealistic high schooler. He wears
tight black leather pants,
struts around womanizing
and smoking and refers to
drugs as "the product." He
wavers between New York
and Boston accents, even
though his character is supposed to be a member of an
upstanding California family.
Pendleton and Haywood
are creeps who say, "One cannot live fully without
embracing
suicide
and
crime." Pendleton admonishes Haywood, "You don't have
the discipline to commit a
murder and get away with
it." Apparently the audience
is supposed to find deadly,
gun-touting high schoolers to
be original and enjoyable.
The plot involves the detectiws' investigation and pursuit
of the two kids. Mayweather is

driven by her fortunate inkling
that the two high schoolers are
not only friends — which no
one at their school knows — but
also that they committed the
crime. Their police department
has a white van labeled "Crime
Scene Investigation Unit," so
perhaps that explains the
genius of the cops and their
ability to isolate caviar in vomit
to the specific restaurant in
which it was consumed. And
the cops try to hammer confessions out of the kids without
lawyers, by lying to them. Now
that's impressive police work!
The
pursuing
conflict
involves an overbearing superior who tries to close the case for
lack of evidence as the protagonist is sun? she's really close to
solving the murder. Now that's
original for a murder investigation movie.
Also don't try to put too
much thought into the details.

or you'd notice that when one
character tells another, "You're
blushing," he actually is not
blushing, or that one character
sleeps uptight in a stiff chair
when there's a big empty bed
right next to him.
Toward the end of the film
Pendleton tells another character, "I enjoy taking indefensable
positions and creating an argument for them." So then at least
the filmmakers enjoyed the
movie. If only they could provide a good argument for it
«•
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HOURS OF OPERATION FOR
GRADUATION WEEKEND:

•miss

Fri 4-11:30pm
Sat 1-11:00pm
Sun 12-9:00pm
#Curbside Take-Away Available call 438-0190'

£T

CONGRATULATIONS —=r>
GRADUATES! ,2/

THURSDAY MAMESS AT <k**55,

©lde Mill Village

Ron, the manager, goes nuts every Thursday (it's not a long trip for Ron).
See, every Friday, he has to report to the owner, who wants to know,
"Are they all rented yet?"
W^^'Itt^
Drives Ron nuts. So every
n
COim S
Thursday, Ron starts
*
* **
handing out $100 bills
to any new tenants
completing the leasing process.

$100!!

Taking Ron's money is fun!
And I get a great apartment too!'

Is he nuts? Yes!!
And every Thursday, you can get $100 by signing up to live at Olde Mill Village.*
•Some restrictions apply, check OMV office for details.

11A South Avenue, -^^^
Harrisonburg
J\qMwaa*Br[cKJw

A (540) 432-9502
kdl www.oldemillvillage.com

Lft &&.£.*.&•..
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Fashion advice
finds aqua fancy KQftp STYI in' over THft si unman
FASHION, from page 23

Try pairing a leather one
with a short skirt or an embroidered variation with your
favorite jeans. Tie the belt
around your waist like a sash
to give an outfit instant boost.
Every skin tone looks
great with bright colors like
fuchsia and aqua. These colors instantly brighten up
your skin and give your outfit a summer appeal.
Another hot trend is
turquoise. Spice up any outfit with a pair of funky
turquoise earrings or a necklace. This simple piece of
jewelry can turn your entire
outfit around.
The best personal advice
for summer is to be happy
with your body and simply
learn what flatters it. Wear
what you feel great and comfortable in and then you're
ready for an awesome — and
fashionable — summer.

illusion of length.
Try to stay away from
capri pants which will only
make you appear shorter.
Pair a corset tank with ankle
pants or try an above-theknee length Moral dress.

Every skin tone looks
great with bright
colors like fuchsia
and aqua.

There are some items that
wc all can wear this summer.
The oh-so-sixties fringed belts
are making a stylish comeback.

LOve,YOursTYLeeDiTors
Brenna & Alison

Home of Guaranteed Financing has 3 Locations & Financing Plans

NOW OPEN

HOURS
Mon-F
9-7
Sat.
9-6
Sun.
11-4

1975 South Main St.
Harrisonburg, VA
540-442-9092

- Ho Credit Chock

- No Cosigners

Buy here. Pay here
- No items required to qualify
- Down payments starting at $400
- Weekly - Bi-weekly payments available
- Warranties can be purchased on both plans

- Mo Credit

- No Problem

HillSidC MotOrS, lllC. Rt. 55 Front Royal, VA 540-615-9181

°*G*

*#*oAYS IN HOUSE FINANCING

"Thanks For Your Business"

Luray's Office has moved to 502 East Main St, Luray
Phone: 540-843-3288
Formerly Valley Auto Sales
Cbe Jiflfcl Chapter of |)l)i lUppa Jiji Congratulate* its Jnbuttees for 2002.
Dr. William "Chris" Hughes, Associate Professor of Physics
Hie folloumig Seniors:
List Verne Baccna
English
Daniel Bamharl
Psychology
Enn Burlovich
Health Sciences
Kathcnne Hutcher
Anthropology
Kimberly Cnncr

English
Lori Doan
Psychology
Aaron l)ovc
Public Admin i si tat ion

Jennifer Fit/gerald
Psychology
Michael Fuller
Computer Information Systems

Elyse Gaumcr
Art
Sara Hancheti

Communication Studies
Chelsea Harmon
Communication Studies
Allan Hoffman
Psychology

Mandy Hoffman
Modern Foreign Language
Nicholas Howenstcm
Poli(teal Science
Karen Keeler
Music

Christine Keogh
Integrated Science and Technology
Kathryn Kerwin
Health Sciences
Danielle Kumor
Psychology
Jennifer 1 c-Si
Psychology
Jeff Lupardo
English
Kelly Lynch
Integrated Science and Technology
Christopher McDowell
Health Sciences
Erica Menlzer
Music

Claire Pcrella
English
Kirstin Reid
Integrated Science and Technology

Brett Savage
English
Jeanine Shipley
Media Arts and Design

I-aura Sinon
Interdisciplinary Liberal Studies
Lauren Steberger
Integrated Science and Technology
N. Russell Stockley
Marketing

Marketing
Alexis Vfagl
Health Sciences

Lon Weimer
Management
Marhonda Williams
Recreation Studies
Lara Wilson
Dietetics

(The (ollotmiig Juniors:
Lcn Albright
Unsure
Heather Bcnnel
Communication Science ft Disorders
Rebecca Braun
I'ndccided
ki:\tm( ilcnlo
Integrated Science and Technology
Kmtin DcGroot
English
Conor Duwling
Political Science
Cynthia Greene
Bachelor of Individual Studies

ClariUllcnc
Art
Man ll.n.r!
Integrated Science and Technology
Jennifer 1 cmlcy
Finance
James Lundy
Finance

Joanne McBnde
Accounting

Eric Mohnng
Kinesiology
Patrick tfBrien

English
Amanda Sawelz-Glasener
Psychology

Came Sexton
Communication Studies
Richard Sweeney
Health It k
Megan Thornton
Communication Studies
Patrick Warren

Computer Information Systems

Michael Ball
Anthropology
Knslen Bertram
Media Arts and Design

Patrick Bama

Amy Brown

Jennifer Capito

Integrated Science and Technology

Psychology

Christine Cor I
Communication Science and Disorders
Vcra Dianova
International Affairs A Economics
Trisha Gonit/kc

Rebecca Daner

Political Science
Rebecca Grove

Economics
Ruth Hanu
English
Lauren Hospital
Psychology

Political Science

Molly Hood
Media Arts and Design

Kathcnne Hughes
Psychology
Renee Lewis
Public Adminiitralio
Lindsay Mahony
Psychology
Shannon McClure
Commincation Science and Disorders
Jonathan Newman
Kinesiology
Scott CBnen
Political Science
Kelly Sawyer
Psychology

Lauren Shear
Integrated Science and Technology
Zachcry Taylor
Integrated Science and Technology
Sarah Tuck
Political Science
Justin Wild
Mathematics

"The Taste of the Orient"

Shannon Stoughton
An
Ryan Thompson
Media Arts and Design
Ashley Turnage

Lunch and Dinner
Buffet Everyday
We always use the freshest ingredients.

Art

Rebecca Bla nchard
Anthropology

Biology
Bridget Donohuc
Marketing

Lunch: Mon.- Fri. $5.25
Sat. & Sun. $6.25
Dinner Mon. - Thurs. $7.95
Fri. - Sun. $8.95

Michael Goodman

China Jac
Exit 247A

T

Amber Krause

Health Sciences
Mark Lous
Integrated Science ind Technology
Vincent Mazzurco
Accounting

Finance

Benjamin Thomas
Integrated Science and Technology
Jennifer Wange
Finance
Andrea Winkler
Interdisciplinary Social Science

E Market St

OPEN

(540)564-1810
(540)564-1922

Sunday-Thursday
11:00 a.m.- 10 p.m.
Friday & Saturday
11:00 a.m.- 11 p.m.

For Delivery,
call Dinner to Go
438-9993

Lauren Riley
Helen Schubert
Integrated Science and Technology
Justin Solomon

Kroger

University Blvd.

Jessica Miller
Health Sciences
Knsten Nolen
Social Work
Communication Science and Disorders

■I

1790,#12011 Mattel St. • I [urteonturg, VA 22801 • (Next to Kroger)
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The Development Office extends gratitude to the
Madison Connection Team for raising over
$250,000 this Spring semester. Thank you
to the following team members for
their enthusiasm and dedication...

Bridgegap Ent. and CMISS Presents:

2002
Fashion Show
at the Sheraton

Saturday April 27
9:30 pm

Clothing
straight from
Richmond, D.C.I
and the "Burg"

Diane Arnold, Melanie Arrington, Jeanine Booth,
Janine Brooks, Whitney Carswell, Joe Ciarallo, Tabia Coles,
Travis Doyle, Catherine Epstein, Heather Eustace,
James Eustis, Ariadne Gerling, Jessica Guy, Dori Hargrave,
Brittany Holbrook, Julie Koontz, Justin Lawson, Mary Claire
Leftwich, Trey Lewis, Brooke Lombardi, Audrey Loth,
Sarah Manley, Melissa Matthews, Susanne Mead,
Caitlyn Noto, Amelia Price, Susan Price, Whitney Prusek,
Mac Ramont, Jen Shine, Catrina Sims, Mike Thomas,
Katie VanLear, Doug Wixted, Kathryn B Young

Thanks for the boost in our fundraising efforts!

$5 general
admission

IO*CIVIC
**

tour

Entertainment
from battle of the DJ's,
Free Style, and Spoken
Word
THURSDAY MAY 9

hoobostank

R0AN0KE CIVIC CENTER COLISEUM
TICKETS ON SALE NOW -H Uti- Ovu. Om.i On. Otae. Ol
.U343810O ur<riyi.if t.,.

Contact: Anyanle Ali and Rasheeda Miller at miller2rd@jmu.edu
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The Village at Forest Hills would like to
become an academically oriented student community.
To realize this goal, we will need the help of clubs and
organizations of the university.
In order to encourage the members of these clubs
and organizations to support our efforts, we are pleased
to announce the following incentive program for the
2003-2004 school year. The Village at Forest Hills will
contribute S500.00 for each tenant group that successfully
completes The Village at Forest Hills 2003-2004 rental
application process prior to December 1, 2002 and meets
one of the following criteria:

College of
Arts and
Letters

College
ol
Business

College
of
Education

College of
Science &
Mathematics

3.70

3.60

3.80

3.50

3.65

Individual G.P.A.
Requirements lor
Groups ol Mixed
Curriculum

3.80

3.70

3.90

3.60

3.75

Groups ol all
Graduate
Students

3.80

3.80

3.80

3.80

3.80

Individual and
Collective G PA
Requirements lor
Five Students all in
the Same College

College
of
CIAST

^Bl
Hours- Mon -Sat: 12-11pm Sun: 12-7pm
"Some exceptions may be made but at the sole discretion of management
"All GPAs must be verified by a student provided copy of the most recent
available official transcript, submitted at the time of rental application

-walk-ins or bv appointment-Drivacv Assured-'
-privacy
assured-'
990 Reservoir ST • Harrisonburg

To sign-up or ask questions, call Bob Miller at 828-0220
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3 BEDROOM
TOWNHOUSE
2 blocks from campus!

PARK APARTMENTS

FOR RENT

I, 2. A 3 bedrooms
MADISON GARDENS
: Bedroom * Study & 1 Bedroom.
2 Hath on Miin St Spociou* I nut
featwngpmafcrdrxlu in each bedroom
ruakkoatci a> AtMciatri

(is* provided for heal,

Propert* Maaafrmtni. Int.
Inhvur unkhnuici Manage men I com

( orporate apartment

4>J 5150

cooking & hoi water

$250. lease. Aug. 2002 ■

Option for All 1 III in

2003. Call Elizabeth or

Inclusion

Caroline. 432 9483.
2002
2003 Sublease • Ashby
Crossing/College Park. On*
bedroom available. $320/month.
Ethernet, cable and local phone
mctuded 540-743-1536.

home, available
Short term Irate* optional

Brand New 1 Bedroom Apartmentsan appliances, available Aug
$435.4311569

Pel frkndlt coaimanll>

Call (540) W:*: I

17.

1220 Mt. View Towahoase ■ 5
bedroom. 3 balh. Available
7/01/02. SI.175. W/0. D/W.
G/D, furnished, wathing distance.
879-3613.
Madison Square • furnished
lownhouse. 3 bedroom, 2 1/2
Oath, W/D. Rent from $195 per
room Separate lease starting in
August 2002. 434-1040.
5 Bedroom. 3 Bath • third floor
loft with cathedral ceilings. Free
Ethernet, cable, local phone.
University Realty. 434-4444

SfeacM Otvs>A-Way • 4 bedroom,
2 bath lownhouse includes
Ethernet, cable. TV. and local phone.
All for only $222/mo. while they
last. University Realty, 434-4444.

aeiKfiaaiJ.comor "n^faflWaflBl
Icjual Housing Opportunity
Room on South Main Street ■
S235 S275 AvaJaOle *nmexMte«y
Call 487 4057.

Rooms available In
10 Room House!

Large 1 Bedroom Apartment •
good location. $360. 433-1569.

economical I. 2. A ' Bedroom*
You con l beat ihc price & location'
Most undue* included
I tinWhniiier £ Atwcialn
Property Management, In*.

Great Rentals
for 2002-2003

or to a group.

Hunter's Ridge - 4 bedrooms
Landlord pays electric, water and
phone bills $230/mo 2988964

4 BR furnished lownhouscs

2 Works fivm eosssM'

10 121

sinrt parking DSL.

KInn Realty
(all Anytime'

Condo far Rent • 4 bedrooms; nice'.
2 mnutes from JMU. WathSf/dryar.
dishwasher, fridge. AC. hp. Very
inexpensive living
$225 per
person Aug. 1. 2002 through Jury
31. 2003.

Almost Now Large 1 Bedroom
Apartments - W/D. available 8/17.
$400 $425 433-1569.
South Mason Street • 2 blocks
from campus. Sept. rental.
$1,100.4306653.

2 bedroom » study
A 1 bedroom. 2 I 2 hath
Located acroat from campui'
lu»khnu«l A \*%m i«U\
Properl> Maaateaienl. Inc.
Infogj I unh homer Manage men) cot

GINGERBREAD HOI SK

for ncxi year
I

Pr»peri> Maaaf'menl. Ine.
' >ukcrManagement com

Available August 1
S215/ucrson. 4 bedroom.
2 HvUift rooms. W/D.
D/W. A/C. 2 baths

4 Bedroom Houae •

Rooms Available for 2002 20031
individually leased bedrooms are
still available for neit year. Huge
clubhouse with fitness and
business centers, swimming pool
and more' Summer Subleases also
available. Call 4424800. EHO
Hunter * Ridge Townhouse
furnished, 2 BR units, kitchen.
$240/bedroom. 7037374)103

Roosevelt Street.

Furnished. S275/person.
W/D. D/W. A/C.

Available August 1.
Kline Realty
Property Management

438-8800

FOR SALE

Sprinc 2003 Sublease! 3 bedrooms
available. $295/mo Call Meghan,
612 2019. fentonroldJimu edu

Madison Manor. S550
Water Included.

% Jetta • Green 72K
IVeHta
miles, 5 speed, manua
AC.
AM/FM cassette, power sunroof
and doois. Very good condition.
$9,000. Call Lon. 568-6004 or e
mail tos^ibOimu.edu.

Moving? Donate You. Surplu* to
Usl G.f! & Thrift. 227 N Main

HELP WANTED
Immediate portions at

OUTPOST

Several items far Sale ■ Meckie
408S powered mner. EV-1S inch
PA cabinets. Gibson Chet Atkins
SST. window AC unit, dorm st*e
refndgerator, pearl 5 piece
drumset. Call 4359162.

HOLMS

for Book Buy Back
and Fall Book Rush

Please apply In person.

1990 J**p Wrangler for Sale rPQ
and black with grey interior, 3.5"
lift with bg tires, ail borle eiheust.
20K on new engine. ($5,000. 0-b.o.)
Call 5744468. ask for Dave.

1

a block from Court Square
l unkli-iiiM i A Aitoclain

» to Care for Our
iking 1
2 Children • in our home during
May session and for the Fan
semester. Must have uansooriation
and be a non-smoker. Must be
willing to support a positive,
nurturing family environment and
enjoy participating m physical and
learning activities with children.
Previous eipenence preferred.
Weekly rale negotiable. Please
contact 540-879-9922. email
ksuterbiyeOaol.com, or you can
send a letter of interest or resume
toPO Boa 218. Dayton. 22821.

AM/FM Stereo Receiver - Optimus
Digital Synthesized Used very
little. $50 or make an offer
Quasar VCR with remote, needs
cleaning - gh* away. Cat) 4341241.
leave message.
Brewing supplies. Ingredients.
Tape ■ Bkiestone C**ars. 432*799.
181 S Mam *w*BCBRfWcom
Certnondele Road Bike - 63cm.
Aerobar. odometer, time pedals.
$350. 298-9422

Property Management. Inc.
aiaaflsini can

$250 A D~ay~l»otentla4 • bartending
Training provided. 1*002933985.

Par Sale: A Sreat Oaal - 3
bedroom, 2 balh remodeled 2
story. Central air. new windows.
conveinent location m city Seller
must move! $99,900. Call Chip
Goodson. 289-5451 or 4332454.
•39549 ■ Okl Dominion Realty.

board 24track sequencer and disk
drive. Over 200 sampled sounds,
infinitely programmable, fully touchsensitive keyboard. Full MIDI
Includes pedals, case. $600. neg.
Call Jon. 4333489

THf PAUY 6BIND CO K 1I SHOP
» building IB learn in rkrnsonW
Full and pan ume pjniwm
Outgoing aoil dependable a must!
Call Metandi (or druafc 442-4022
Summer
Sitter
Needed
In
McQaheysvllle Home - 2 girls.
ages 8 and 12 If interested,
please
e-mail
ma
at
csm ithestruckenterpr'sescom
Promoters Wenteel Student Travel
Services is looking for individuals
to promote Spring Break. Enjoy
unlimited earning potential and
free travel while building a solid
resume' Call 800*484849 or visit
www ststravel com

Looking for a
Summer Job?
If you're abltlous.
adventurous, and nred to
earn over 86.000
Call 800 251-4000. rxt I42R
Involves Travel Collpajc Crrdlt

Summer Job - Messanutlen R-ver
Adventures, inc. MRA is seefcmg 4
6 men and women for the canoe,
kayak and river tubing 2002
season. MRA is located across
from
Massanutten
Resort
Employees must be motivated,
enthusiastic and self-managed,
and
good
driving
record.
Ineipensive housing available. Call
28OCAN0£!2266>
wwwC4nfOE40com or e-mail
Ma*safHme«Rrv«n»aoi com
si.500 wnehiy Potential
rnsWnj
our circulars Free information Call
2036830202

WANTED
Bass Player Wanted for Rock Band possible CD release this summer.
Senous players only, willing to
practice twice a week m Escion area.
540-2987685 or 5402982825.
Needed: Oorm~sTie Refrigerator Call
5688168.
May
leave
n sssaai
Wanted: Donations for H'BurgRocklngham Day Care • Tank
aquariums. CDRam computer,
dorm refrigerator, radio with CD
player, room sl/e rug. Will provide
statement for taxes Will pick up.
Call 434 5268.

SERVICES
NOTICE

432-0287
Painter Part-time, your hours this
summer. 5683068

^04
' ■ V
■
■rMW
MB. 10GB. 56K modem. Asking
$400. koteratxe>jmu edu.

INSONIQ
Vrx-SD
'•
Music
production synthesizer with on

A lev. houses FSmBSBs]

;itunlhi-

Ampeg Classic Bass Cabinet/
Crate Head Combo
Barely played
Eiceiient sound and condition.
Trials available, contact Eugene
schweteaOjmu.edu. 442 4572.
Taking best offer.

Around for the
summer and beyond?

interested M a Career In Dentistry?
Predentai internship available with
stipend in pediatnc dental office m
Northern Virginia Great environment
team, earn and doctor will assist m
dental school applications. Call
703456-9683 or fa*. 7034555140

UNIVERSITY

434-5150

4)4-5150

Hunter's radge Townhouse

19*4 Honda Arxrrt fX . Eoi OUpl
5 speed, great condition, loaded.
Asking $6,500. Call 879-2706.

DUKE GARDENS

12 mo. leasr

Furnished 2 BR. 2
Bath Condo -

3001 Silver Toyota Cetlea •
11.000 miles, loaded, spoiler,
sunroof, keyless entry, eutomatic
transmission.
Qold
Emblem
package, eiceiient condition.
e»tended warranty Call 432 1394

Playstation 2 - system, games.
accessories for sale
E-mail
imuGameGuys>yehoo com
for
mformetion.

Ubiibss pasll $2S0/bedroom Large
rooms. Available July or August
2002. 879-3613.

Only 1 uml remaining

4 BR. I buth. laundry, off-

914430-5125.

SlAcura Integra - Neck. 5 speed.
2 door hatchback, good condition.
Asking $3,300 or better offer. Call
Chnstina. 438-2646

UTILITIES INCLUDED!
Call 87ft 3613 today!

ROOSEVELT SQUARE

Across from Hospital

on Cantrell Ave.

OJ tqulpm.nt and lighting
everything from speakers to strobe
kghts to dmco ba»s to tog machm virtually brand new and in great
condition. Price is negotiable.
Please contact Matt. 437*584 or

Ibanei RS470JS Jewel Blue
Electric Qultar - with case and
stand. After market Seymore
Duncan pick-up. Floyd Rose
tremolo bridge, and Rosewood
finger board Aston* $350 574-4692
or dutfcmBvnu.edu.

Knit inn, by Ihc room

1214 Fernet HM Road - 3 BR. 1
1/2 bath*, washer/dryer Across
from Shenandosh Grill $840
HessA Miller. 434 7383

4JK-8800

1BBB Suiukl Katana 600ce •
7.500 miles, dual eiheust. custom
yellow paint, cover and helmet
included. $3,400. o.b.o. Contact
Justin: moranjmBjmu edu or call
612-4463 For plcs/more Info:
wHw.geocrfies com/my96*af#na

Individual leases

W/D. D/W, \ (

MADISON TERRACE

SO Honda Accord EX • 2 door. 5
spd.. all power, sun/moonroof.
AM/FM stereo, new VA inspection. 1
owner, great condition. 227K mass,
wed maintained, ail records, must
see. $2,200/0.0 o. 7037429442
(Chantiily).

1967 Vetvo 24001 • 4 door, 4 cyl .
auto. 30 mpg , new brakes ail
around. 1904 Dodge Caravan.
269-2000
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e«.215
Dance Instructor Po»IIion»
avaiiabte for academic year 2002
2003. Call 4337127.

199S Honda Civic DX Coupe
■
spaed, CD, eiceiient condition.
$7,500 Call 4339162
Iftftl Pert Tempo • approximately
108,000 r <iles. very good
condition. Asking price: $1,200. or
best offer. Contact information:
Umalmah Nabi. 540432 9773 or
571-432-5483
Of
email
nabiuBeoi com.

Summer Child Care • create
summer camp atmosphere for 2
boys (7 A 11, during workday. Do
you love to swim. bike, play bail7
Includes meals and pool access.
5740375
Now Hiring! All Northern Virginia
areas' Supervisors/Lifeguards/
Poo* Operators Apply on-kna or call
1877 7337665. $7 25/hr rrwwnum.
www pnamienivirerpn se sine. com

Fraternities. Sororities, Clubs.
Student Oroups • Earn $1,000
$2,000
with
the
easy
Campusfundraiser.com three hour
fund ranwng event Does not -nvohe
credit card applobons Fund raahng
dates are f*mg quehly. so call today*
Contact Campusfundraiser.com at
8889233238 or vtM our wobsM at
>vvnvcanx>u5A*T0V*se/.com.
Don t Have *n 0>rhn»*» Summer
Camp Easter Seal <n Virginia hat
job openings for camp counselors,
program instructors for aquatic a.
horseback ndmg, adventure and
sports. Work with children and
adults with disabilities m a
beautiful outdoor setting. Room.
board, salary provided 804633
9855. www.campeasterseaiva.org
Email- dbfciwrvSVaeasier seals org

«*m!
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PERSONALS
For Mama • Gifts so beautiful.
you'll borrow them back! OASIS
Gallery. 103 S. Main St.. Tue • Sat,
10 a m 6 p.m. Call 5404428188

Handyperson - Par Mane for rental
properties this summer. 568-3068.

Subscriptions
to The Breeze
are Available!
For only S30 for
third i lavs mailings, or S75
for lir-l olavs nuilings.

Congressional Day Camp - Fails
Church, VA. seeks energetic and
dedicated staff tor the 2002
season. The camp runs Monday
through Friday from 8:45 a.m.
3 30 p.m. Camp dates are June 1
to August 23. H you enjoy working
with children, we are looking for
lifeguards, sports, music, crafts,
ropes course and travel counselors
Tor adcMiona) rrtormation contact us at
7035339711. infc4*congocamp.org
or
visit
our
website
at
www congocamo.org. EOE

you can receive an
cniirc),earof

T*r Krir-y
Picaw uml your name,
address & paymcnl to
The Rrteze
llBM Madison I nucniiy
Cil. Amrwny-Seeger Hall
MSC h805
Hamwnburg. VA 22SO?

MOW

Don't Forrjet Smokin' PIcj
for Graduation Caterincj.

saJITJ

ICE CaEUBAJMs:

il

Downlown: 4.^.^-3017

58EastV»oHStrMl.

I

! Bu^ one Pork BBQ Sandwich '
I
for *2.89
] |
I
and get one FREE
,i

Try a New
Del! Sandwich and get a |
FREE Medium Drink
,

rxplrr. 418 CO

...I.... X9HIvi

■■!■■■ 11 -I-ZH02
ajftajm
riplrra

Harnsonburg, V« (MOI 434-6980

Chocolate Peanut Butter

I

/T\ Harrisonburg

Congratulations graduating Seniors
of

■7=^} Unitarian Universalists
Service 10:30 a.m.

SJU.'^^"

(Pi Sigma fcpsiCon

We respeel ihe inherent worth and dignin oj every person and justice,
equality and compassion in human relations.

Phone: 867-0(173

Qoodtuc^in adyourfuture endeavors!

lltlp:

Visitors Welcome

hnru. I i. .1 in rhiiu I ili.nl: lilun .:

in .1 n.l

K»r povsihk tampu-s me«lin|2 inlornuilion conlacl Ralph (iru*e: srovrrr^jmu.rdu
Route .13. 5 miles west of H'lmr ^ .11 Dale Knlerprise BcSoollMNMI

Danielle Diblasi Alessandra Diniz Doug Garcia
Amelia Lay Karen McCormick
Stephanie Moore

"Spirit Quest"
A Journey For Youth, Ages 4 Through 17. SUNDAY'S ill 10: MAM.

AJUL

7|T

Car&beaft Tan

J-M-U...J-M-U.. .J-M-U.. .GO DUKES!
DO YOU HAVE KNOWLEDGE OF COMPETITION CHEERLEADING?
DO YOU ENJOY WORKING WITH KIDS?
ARE YOU LOOKING TO BECOME A HIGH SCHOOL COACH?

l MONTH UNLIMITED FOR $35

2 CHEERLEADING COACHING POSITIONS OPEN

10 Sessions for $25
All in our Basic Beds

MUST BE AVAILABLE PRIOR TO AUGUST 6TH
FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT

Gift Certificates Available
CRAIG MACKA1L. ATHLETIC DIRECTOR
SPOTSWOOD HIGH SCHOOL
(540)289-3100

The Largest Tanning salon in Harrisonburg

HELP BRING SCHOOL SPIRIT TO SPOTSWOOD...GO BLAZERS!

located in the Food Lion Shopping Center
next to Little Caesar's Pizza

11
\

433 - 9989

>
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WHY SETTLE
FOR LESS
THAN THE BEST!
Come on in and sign your lease
before it is too late!

Free Cable

*£a
Free Ethernet
ree Local rnone

Hurry on in before it's too late to sign with the biggest and best in off-campus housing! Sign
a lease with The Commons, South View, or Stone Gate apartments and you will get FREE
local telephone service, FREE ethernet, and FREE cable (over 45 channels) for one year!

The Commons

Stone Gate

1068 N Lois Lane

Office I lour.

432-0600

Mon I 11 H (o ,im ■, jo j'l'i

www.lbjlimitccl.com

South View

